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GET IT ALL THIS FALL! 

WGN SUPERSTATION SUPERCHARGES ITS FALL LINEUP 

Comedy reigns supreme and so does audience appeal, as WGN Superstation heads 
into the fall season as the exclusive cable home to Will & Grace. With this Emmy 
award -winning powerhouse, the classic comedy of Home Improvement and great 

action /adventure and reality programming, it's no wonder WGN Superstation is #1 
in viewing interest with audiences all over America! W N 

SUPERSTATION 

NY: (212) 210-5900 CHI: (773) 883-3392 LA (323) 460-3889 
wgnadsales@tribune.com www.wgnsuperstation.com wgnaffiliatesales@tribune.com 

SOURCE: .02 Beta Research Cable Subscnber Interest Study. Rankings among mod -sued networks: 41 Among A18-34 N1 Among A18 -49: 41 Amoy 
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OWNERSHIP RULES 

Keep the 
wine on ice 
Foes of deregulation were not 
the only ones miffed at the 
FCC's generally merger -friendly 
ownership studies last week 
(see story, page 10). Some 

communications attorneys 
are bemoaning the dead- 

lines for 
comments and 
replies. With 

those attorneys 
likely having to 
burn the midnight 
oil to put the 
finishing touches 

on their arguments, particularly 
given the stakes involved, the 
Dec. 2 comment deadline -the 
Monday after Thanksgiving - 
and the Jan. 2 reply deadline 
could mean a harried holiday 
season. "That's sadistic," said 
one unhappy camper. The FCC 

says it is sticking with the 
dates, which are 60 and 90 
days after the studies came out 
and just happened to fall where 
they did. -J.E. 

DIGITAL TICKER 
COMPILED BY DECISIONMARK 

Newest digital stations 
WACX-DT 

KPXF-DT 

KEYS-DT 

KCNS-DT 

KFDM-DT 

KAIL-DT 

KCEN-DT 

KFTV-DT 

KMAS-DT 

KNVA-DT 

KTVL-DT 

WGBO-DT 

WGCB-DT 

WKBS-DT 

WRBL-DT 

WSBK-DT 

WSYM-DT 

WUNJ-DT 

WXFT-OT 

Leesburg, Fla. (Rel.) 

Porterville, Calif. (Pax) 

Austin, Texas (CBS) 

San Francisco (SAH) 

Beaumont, Texas (CBS) 

Fresno. Calif. (UPN) 

Temple, Texas (NBC) 

Hanford, Calif. (Uni.) 

Steamboat Sprgs, Colo. (Tel-) 

Austin, Texas (WB) 

Medford, Ore. (CBS) 

Joliet, Ill. (Uni.) 

Red Lion, Pa. (Ind.) 

Altoona, Pa. (Rel.) 

Columbus, Ga. (CBS) 

Boston (UPN) 

Lansing, Mich. (Fox) 

Wilmington, N.C. (PBS) 

Aurora. IR. (Tfa.) 

Behind the scenes, before the fact 

DIGITAL TELEVISION 

Shhh...it's in HD 
The availability of a program in HD used to be big news, worthy of 

press releases and excitement, but it looks like the networks are 

beginning to "soft -launch" HD programming. HBO decided that 
next year's season of Six Feet Under (below) will be in HDTV, but 
don't look for it to make a big deal over it. And that came less than 
a week after NBC began broadcasting ER in HDTV in a launch so 

soft that stations learned about it from a memo the morning of the 
broadcast. Even NBC executives couldn't confirm the next day that 
the broadcast was in HD, although station executives could. -K.K. 

NETS EYE RINGS 
ABC, CBS, NBC and Turner have had meetings in Switzerland with 

International Olympic Committee officials to discuss the bidding 

prccess for the 2010 and 2012 games. Sources say each company 

pitched the IOC on how their companies 

could "further grow and promote the 

Olympics." IOC officials were also curious 

how each company planned to integrate 

new media into the coverage. Sources say it's likely the rights to 

the '10 and '12 games will be a package deal. Negotiations start 

within the next year, but the networks want to wait until at least 

July 2003, when the venue for the '30 games will be awarded. IOC 

officials promise a "completely open bidding process," says one 

network source, where everyone will get a chance to bid. That 

would contrast with NBC's 2000 -'08 preemptive strike. Fox was 

not present but has held separate meetings with the IOC. -S.M. 

0Q9 
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CABLE OPS 

churn at Charter 
So, will Paul Allen (above) save 

Charter? Investors pounded the 

cable company's stock to an all - 

time low of S1.41 per share after 

the company cautioned last 

Wednesday that the third quarter 

wouldn't come in quite as 

planned. (Cash -flow growth is 

0.7 points short of the 13.7° 

promised. Horrors.) Then, on Fri- 

day, the Street was furiously 

buzzing that CEO Carl Vogel had 

resigned. (Not true.) That then 

shifted to rumors that CFO Kent 

Kalkwarf had resigned. (Not 

true.) Now everyone is waiting 

for the outcome of a meeting 

between Vogel and Charter mega - 

billionaire Chairman Allen this 

week in Seattle. The long- sched- 

uled meeting will have a new 

topic: Is Allen going to do 

anything more than tease 

investors that he might throw 

new money Charter's way ? -J.M.H. 

FCC stalemate 
The agency appears deadlocked 
on broadcasters' digital cable 
carriage rights. A few weeks ago, 

they seemed set on a rulemaking 
that rejected dual analog /digital 
carnage during the DTV 

transition but tentatively con- 
cluded that stations are entitled 
to carriage of all free channels. 
Sources say the split pits 
Commissioners Michael Copps 

and Kevin Martin, who favor full 
carriage rights, against Michael 
Powell and Kathleen Abernathy, 
who oppose any mandate until 
the constitutionality of such a 

move is clear. -B.M. 
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TOP OF THE WEEK 

Eisner touts 'national' duops 
Disney chiefs turnaround 
plan couples ABC, cable 
networks by daypart 

By Steve McClellan and Dan Trigoboff 
Under pressure to revive the sagging 

fortunes of ABC, Disney Chair- 

man /CEO Michael Eisner last 

week unveiled a plan that merges the man- 

agement of the broadcast network with 

Disney -owned cable networks- daypart by 

daypart -and apparently spells the end of 

ABC as a discreet business. 

"Each one of our dayparts at the ABC net- 

work will be run horizontally with the same 

businesses in cable," Eisner explained at a 

Goldman Sachs conference in New York. 

"The people that run The Disney Chan- 

nel, Toon Disney and Playhouse Disney 

[Anne Sweeney] will also run ABC broad- 

cast Saturday morning," he said. "The peo- 

ple that run daytime at ABC [Brian Frons] 

will run SoapNet, and the people that run 

the ABC prime time schedule [Susan Lyne 

and Lloyd Braun] will run ABC Family." 

The new strategy will create "national 
duopolies," Eisner said. 

The plan is not sitting well with ABC 

affiliates, whose board just concluded a 

new two -year affiliation agreement with the 

network (see box, page 8). The affiliates 

were also grumbling about Eisner's com- 

ment that, going forward, Disney will focus 

on promoting two "core brands ": Disney 

itself and ESPN. And ABC? Well, it's a 

brand, but not a core brand. 
Eisner was unavailable to elaborate after 

his speech, but spokeswoman Zenia 
Mucha later modified his comments. For 
example, she said, Angela Shapiro, who 
now runs ABC Family, won't report to 
Lyne and Braun, although they will have a 

close working relationship. 

Instead, all three will report to a more 
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!Managing prime time of ABC and AB in tandem 
could lead to more repurposing. Says Eisner: Multiple 
runs of "quirky" new shows like Push, Nevada on ABC 

matuld help ma w on 

senior executive, possibly president of the 

ABC Television Group. Steve Bornstein 
resigned that post earlier this year. No 

replacement is imminent, Mucha said. 

She stressed that final decisions on 

which managers will run which dayparts 
haven't been made yet. So, even though 
Eisner said ABC Daytime will run Soap - 

Net, that doesn't necessarily mean Frons 
will be running both. What Eisner said 

"shouldn't be taken as a literal translation," 

Mucha explained. "It's premature to say 

who is going to be occupying which chair 
at this time." 

Eisner's plan is not as radical as it may 

sound. In fact, Disney's "horizontal" merg- 

ing of the broadcast and cable networks 
began three years ago with the combina- 
tion of the ABC Sports and ESPN sales 

departments. By most accounts, that move 

has proved a success. 

More recently, ABC children's program- 

ming head Jonathan Barzilay began report- 

ing to Disney Cable Networks chief Ann 

Sweeney. And sources say Sweeney's own 

role may be redefined when the horizontal 

restructuring takes its final shape. 

Disney is also looking to couple ABC 

News with an outside cable outlet. Last 

week, Eisner not only confirmed the talks 

with CNN but said Disney would "be 

thrilled if it happened," although he also 

put the chances of a deal at "50 -50." 

The common management of ABC and 

ABC Family prime time would likely lead 

to more repurposing -that is, the quick 
repeat of ABC sitcoms and dramas on 

ABC Family. Under its new agreement 
with ABC affiliates, Disney may repurpose 

only 25% of its programming. When that 

deal expires in two years, Disney expects to 

ABC's new fall schedule is showing 
signs of life Page 22 
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CAN YOU do this with YOUR tv? 

Get step -by -step instructions on how to build and operate radio control vehicles. 

C 
DIY-Do It Yourself Network lets imagination take flight. And our 
integration of TV and the Internet can help cable modem sales soar. 

With over 80 percent original programming and more than 8,000 
online projects from radio control hobbies to renovation, DIY adds value 
to your network lineup. Call today for DIY, and watch business take off. 

do It yourself network 

dlynetcom 

Northeast 212 549 -4488 I Southeast 865 694 -2700 I Midwest 248 447 -2785 I West 310 228 -4500 I Satellite 310 228 -4505 



increase greatly the percentage. 

At the conference, Eisner argued that 

repurposing would strengthen ABC, not 

weaken it, as many affiliates believe. Take the 

new show Push, Nevada as an example, he 

said. "There is no way a quirky new kind of 

show like that can get sampled on Thursday 

night," up against all the formidable network 

competition. But give it "multiple plays on 

ABC Family, and you fmd ways to bring 

attention to it like I-BO and other cable ser- 

vices bring attention to their product. Then 

you can bring it back on the network once 

you start to build a cult following." 

But affiliates remained skeptical last 

week. Reacting to the plan, Post - 

Newsweek President Alan Frank said, "It 

worries me. Successful cable networks are 

those that understand they are niche pro- 

grammers. Successful broadcast networks 

TOP OF THE WEEK 

understand they are [mass media]. They 

are not one and the same." 

Scripps' John Lansing shared the con- 

cern about the new cross -platform man- 

agement. "Our company is certainly one 

difference between broadcasting and cable. 

"A cable network," he explained, "can 

be successful with a small niche audience, if 

it can target that audience to a similar adver- 

tiser base. The success of a cable network 

'Each one of our dayparts at the ABC 

network will be run horizontally with 
the same businesses in cable: 

-Michael Eisner, Walt Disney Co. 

with a lot of experience with both broad- 

casting and cable properties. They're man- 

aged through separate divisions. That does- 

n't mean we don't look to cooperate with 

each other and look to promote each 

other's product, but there's a fundamental 

should be tied to a small, specific group of 

viewers with a small, specific group of 

advertisers who target those viewers." 

Addressing affiliate concerns, Mucha 

insisted that Disney remains firmly commit- 

ted to ABC. 

Still at odds, ABC and affiliates agree on pact 
Disney chief Michael Eisner's 

timing couldn't have been 

lousier. At the same time he 

was suggesting to investors 

and financial analysts in New 

York last Tuesday that ABC was 

not one of the company's "core 

brands" (those would be 

Disney itself and ESPN), ABC 

executives and its affiliate 
board were working hard to 
wrap up a new affiliate 
agreement. 

Affiliates agreed to pay $34 

million a year to help Disney 

pay for NFL rights for ESPN and 

ABC, roughly in line with the 
annual cash payment under the 
old agreement. (Under that 
one, the stations paid $45 mil- 
lion a year for three years, but 
the deal covered a fourth year 

retroactively.) 
In the new two -year deal, 

the repurposing cap remains at 
25% of ABC prime time 
programming. However, Disney 

warned affiliates it will want to 
sweeten that in the next deal. 

Also, Disney's use of ABC to 
advertise other Disney cable 

LET'S MAKE A DEAL 
Main points in ABC's new tentative deal with affiliates: 

Affiliates continue to pay $34 million a year to help 

ABC /ESPN pay for NFL contract. 

ABC is prohibited from repurposing more than 25% of prime 

time schedule to cable outlets. 

Disney gets only two ESPN promo spots per hour in ABC 

Sports programs; it is limited to airing 50 spots a week on 

ABC promoting co -owned cable network programs, and only 

30 of those can mention program day /date /time. 

ABC agrees not to yank affiliation or change terms if an 

affiliate sells a station. 

Affils continue to give back 10 Saturday- morning ad units in 

exchange for seven ad units of prime time inventory, one 

less spot than the stations were given previously. 

networks is limited but not 
prohibited. 

The board and the network 

tried for a four -year pact but 
were too far apart to work it 
out. 

"Still, we feel the affiliates 
will be better off with the new 

network -affiliate plan than 

without it," said Bruce Baker, 

chairman of the ABC Board of 

Governors. 

Said Alex Wallau, president 
of the ABC Television Network, 

"We believe this agreement 

marks a very significant and 

productive next step in solidi- 
fying our ongoing network - 

affiliate relationship." 
Affiliates covering 67% of the 
country have until this Friday 

to ratify. 

Baker, executive vice 

president of Cox Broadcasting, 

noted that, for the first time, 

the agreement addresses the 
so- called "assignment issue." 

In the past, affiliates have 

charged that the network 

blocked the sales of affiliated 
stations by threatening to 
change the terms of the affili- 
ate contract with the new 

owner or even to withhold an 

affiliate contract altogether. 
Now ABC says it won't pull that 
stunt. 

Despite the tentative deal, 

affiliates still worried about 
having their network brand 

given second -class status by 

Disney. Affiliates wonder about 
Disney's commitment to ABC, 

said Baker: "It's not good. 

Affiliates have not responded 

well to this." 
Disney spokeswoman Zenia 

Mucha tried to make amends. 

"[Fixing ABC] is our top prior- 

ity," she said, adding that inte- 
grating the cable and 

broadcasting operations is part 
of the cure. 
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Watches 
between 
classes. 

A Baby Story 9am & 3pm 
A Wedding Story 1Oam & 2pm 
A Personal Story 11am 
A Makeover Story 12pm 
A Dating Story 1pm 

TLC 
LIFE UNSCRIPTED 

'TLC ranks as the #1 non -children's ad- supported cable network among women 18-34M% for the 2001 -2002 season to date. 

Source: NHI; 1011/01 - 9/1/02; Daytime is Monday- Friday 9a - 4p; all ad- supported cable: ratings based on network ccverage area: non -children's ad- supported 
cable excludes networks airing children's programming (Nickelodeon, ABC Family, Cartoon Network and Toon Disney). 
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Critics: FCC stacks dereg deck 
Consumer group vows 

to scrutinize the agency's 
internal communications 

By Bill McConnell 

Critics of media consolidation went on 

the warpath last week after the FCC 

released a dozen economic studies 

painting a generally rosy picture of broadcast 

consolidation in the past six years -a strong 

hint that more deregulation is on the way. 

"These studies should not be a basis for 

abandoning broadcast -ownership limits," 

said Mark Cooper, research director for the 

Consumer Federation of America. Any 

FCC attorney relying on last week's re- 

search to defend new deregulation against 

court challenges would "get his brain 

handed to him," he said, suggesting that 

the FCC coordinated the conclusions to 

favor deregulation. 

"We intend to get every work paper, draft 

and back -channel correspondence between 

the FCC staff and the authors," said the vet- 

eran of hundreds of court battles seeking 

local -cable Internet- access requirements as 

well as fighting telephone monopolies' rates 

and efforts to get into long distance. 

Despite critics' chest -beating, it's unclear 

Commissioner 
Michael Copps 
decries the 
"bare- bones" 
nature of the 
studies and says 
the FCC should 
hold field 
hearings across 
the country to 
inform and 
better gauge 
public opinion. 

whether the FCC's econometric data and 

Ph.D. -level calculi will lead to wholesale 

elimination of remaining ownership restric- 

tions, as Cooper fears, or just to some sim- 

ple fine- tuning here and there. 

A close examination of the FCC's new 

data reveals that researchers also found some 

downside to the sweeping deregulation ush- 

ered in by the 1996 Telecommunications 

Act, and most imply that it's a toss -up 

whether further relaxing of broadcast -own- 

ership limits would be in the public interest. 

"We have not yet begun to understand 
the implications," said Paul Gallant, who 

coordinated the studies as head of the 

FCC's media -ownership task force. "Peo- 

ple who feel the outcomes are inaccurate or 

biased should supply us with better, more 

compelling analyses." 

FCC Chairman Michael Powell ordered 

the studies after a string of court rulings 

beginning in March 2001 found that the 

FCC's media -ownership rules were based 

on conjecture rather than evidence. 

Two clear winners in the new findings 

are newspaper owners Tribune and Belo 

Corp., which are fighting to eliminate 

restrictions on newspaper/broadcast com- 

bos in the same market. University of Wis- 

consin- Milwaukee professor David 

Pritchard's study of 10 markets where co- 

ownership was grandfathered following a 

1975 ban found that corporate manage- 

ment did not manipulate news coverage or 

commentary on the 2000 presidential cam- 

paign. Others found that stations owned by 

newspaper companies provide more, as 

well as higher -rated, news and that ad buy- 

ers don't view newspaper and broadcast as 

interchangeable -a finding suggesting that 

cross -owned media won't dominate the 

local ad market. 

"This shows there is a significant public - 

interest benefit of broadcast ownership by 

newspapers," said John Sturm, president of 

the Newspaper Association of America. 

Other conclusions are less straightfor- 

ward. Regarding the relaxation of national 

ownership caps. the studies found that TV- 

Heré s a snapshot look at how the studies come down Dereg study Cliff Notes on some of the deregulatory rules under review: 

Rule What studies say 

35% cap on TV- household reach 

Local radio/TV -crossownership limit 

Network 0 &Os produce most news; elimination of national 

radio cap led to some homogeneity of programming 

Advertisers do not view radio, TV as substitutes 

Favored? 

Toss -up 

Yes 

TV- duopoly limit Increased concentration can lead to more ad time, Toss -up 

improve station finances 

Dual -network -ownership restriction Proliferation of broadcast networks; repeal of ban on network Toss -up 

ownership created more diverse but less expensive shows 

Ban on local newspaper /broadcast combos Cross -owned stations offer more, higher -quality news, 

did not show manipulation of news or commentary in 

presidential race coverage 

Yes 

Local radio concentration Limits Increase in local concentration created more -diverse playlists, Toss -up 

mixed results in advertising rates 
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MUCH ÁD00 ABOUT 

SCOOBY 
ALL 200 CLASSIC EPISODES 
IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 

OCTOBER 2002 

ONLY BOOMERANG, THE CLASSIC CARTOON CHANNEL FROM CARTOON NETWORK, 
IS FULL OF CHARACTERS PARENTS REMEMBER AND LOVE TO SHARE WITH THEIR OWN KIDS. 
PROGRAMMING LIKE OCTOBER 2002's "MUCH A-D00 ABOUT SCOOBY, "A MARATHON OF ALL 200 CLASSIC 

SCOOBY EPISODES. IT'S JUST ONE OF THE MANY BOOMERANG EXCLUSIVES THAT WILL DELIGHT YOUR 

CUSTOMERS AND THEIR FAMILIES. 

CONTACT TURNER NETWORK SALES AT 404-827-2250 TO ADD BOOMERANG TO YOUR CHANNEL LINEUP, 

OR GO TO WWW.TURNERRESOURCES.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
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network O &Os produced more news than 

affiliates and that radio playlists are more 

diverse within individual markets. On the 

other hand, radio program diversity nation- 

ally is slightly less diverse now that conglom- 

erates set corporate programming policies. 

An examination of the 1995 decision 

allowing broadcast networks to own their 

own programs showed that the networks 

diversified program lineups but mainly by 

replacing some traditional comedy and 
drama fare with lower -cost quiz shows, 

newsmagazines and reality programs. 

TOP OF THE WEEK 

The National Association of Broadcast- 

ers, which opposes lifting the cap on TV- 

household reach but favors relaxing limits 

on TV duopolies, last week said it had not 

had time to comment on the studies. 

Jonathan Blake, a Washington attorney 

representing network affiliates in their fight 

to retain the 35% cap, challenged the 

notion that network O &Os produce more 

news. "I'm not remotely persuaded," he 

said, noting that networks generally own 

more -profitable large- market stations with 

bigger news budgets. "I'm sure large -mar- 

ket affiliates have more news than small - 

market O &Os." 

Although FCC Chairman Michael Pow- 

ell set an April deadline for revising the 

ownership rules, fellow Commissioner 

Michael Copps insisted last week that the 

inconclusive nature of the "bare- bones" 

studies makes the seven -month timetable 

too ambitious. He said the FCC should 

hold field hearings across the country to 

inform a large cross- section of Americans 

about the issue and better gauge public 

opinion. 

TV Guide founder dies at 94 
Annenberg's communications empire also included TV and radio stations, newspapers 

By P. Llanor Alleyne 

Walter H. Annenberg, head of a 

vast communications empire that 

once included TV Guide, died of 

pneumonia on Oct. 1 at his home in Wyn- 

newood, Pa. He was 94. 

Recently listed in Forbes magazine as the 

39th -wealthiest person in the country, with 

a net worth of $4 billion, Annenberg, who 

was ambassador to Great Britain in the 

Nixon Administration, was often generous 

with the vast wealth he accumulated as 

head of Triangle Publications Inc., which at 

one point comprised Seventeen magazine, 

several newspapers, and six television and 

radio stations in New York, Connecticut, 
Pennsylvania and California (including 

WFIL(AM) and -FM Philadelphia). 

Annenberg's television holdings were the 

impetus for TV Guide, which was founded 

in 1953 and, by the 1970s, had reached a 

circulation of more than 17 million. 

In recent years, Annenberg focused 

most of his energies to philanthropic activi- 

ties, bestowing huge grants on several edu- 

cational institutions, including Harvard 
University and his prep -school alma mater, 

The Peddie School. 

Most notably, he pledged $60 million in 

1991to the Corporation for Public Broad- 
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Walter Annenberg funded establishment 
of a communications department at the 
University of Pennsylvania and 
at the University of Southern California. 

casting to support mathematics and science 

programming for kindergarten through 
12th grade. 

"The American people lost a great man 

today," said CPB President and CEO 
Robert T. Coonrod. "Walter Annenberg 
sought to provide all Americans with valu- 

able free educational opportunities. His 

generosity to his country knew no bounds." 

In 1958, the Annenbergs donated 
$3 million to the University of Pennsylva- 

nia to establish the Annenberg School of 

Communications. He repeated the action 

in 1971, when he funded another commu- 

nications department that carries his name, 

at the University of Southern California. 

Aside from phenomenal success as a 

businessman, Annenberg was politically 

active. In 1969, President Nixon, a close 

friend, appointed him Ambassador to 

Britain, which did not sit well with several 

Washington heads who felt he had bought 

the appointment. 

He was also a noted art collector and 

pledged his accumulation of Impressionist 

and Post -Impressionist works to the Metro- 

politan Museum of Art, New York, in 1991. 

He sold his broadcast properties in the 

early '70s. In 1988, he sold the remaining 

Triangle properties to Rupert Murdoch for 

more than $3 billion. 

Annenberg's father, Moses, was already 

venturing into media by the time Walter was 

born in 1908 and added New York's Daily 

Racing Form to his cache in the 1920s. 

In 1939, Moses was sentenced to three 

years in prison for tax evasion and died 
two years later from a brain tumor. Walter 

dedicated the rest of his life to honoring his 

father's memory. 

Annenberg is survived by his wife, 

Lenore; two daughters; two stepdaughters; 

two sisters; and seven grandchildren. 
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Autos driving scatter market 
The gains enjoyed in the 
upfront market continue 

By Steve McClellan 

B 
ack in June, when the upfront net- 

work-TV ad market busted through 

the roof, some ad- agency execu- 

tives said they thought the $8.3 billion pay- 

day would come at the expense of this sea- 

son's scatter market. Even network 
executives didn't think all the money 
would stick. 

Wrong. The scatter market is now going 

through the roof as advertisers can't seem 

to get enough network time and also seem 

to have rediscovered local TV as well. 

A handful of public companies, includ- 

ing Tribune, Hearst -Argyle, Acme and 

Granite Broadcasting, have upwardly re- 

vised their earnings and revenue guidance 

for the third quarter. Station operators also 

say the fourth quarter is on track to gener- 

ate double -digit ad revenues. 

For example, Hearst -Argyle recently 
indicated sales will be up 18 % -20 %, vs. 

earlier guidance in the 11 % -13% range. 

"Business is very strong" and likely will be 

through the end of the year, says Hearst - 
Argyle President David Barrett. 

Fox TV stations President Mitch Stern 

agrees. "A lot of advertisers are competing 

aggressively with each other, and they can't 

ignore the power of television." National 

spot business, he said, "is the best it's ever 

been." 
Likewise, Dennis FitzSimons, president 

and chief operating officer at Tribune Co., 

told investors last week at a Goldman, 
Sachs conference in New York that, al- 

though the past three years have been an 

economic roller coaster, sales were up sig- 

nificantly in the third quarter. The fourth 

quarter, he said, is encouraging, with sales 

"way up" over last year's miserable post - 

9/11 trough. 
The automobile makers are now in the 

middle of another 0 %- financing campaign 
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and are buying a ton of ads to get the 
word out. Rich Hamilton, 
CEO of Zenith Media, 

points out that the 
auto category is so 

big that, when it's 

hot, it can tighten 
up the market al- 

most by itself. 

Unlike in much 

of last season, ABC is 

participating in the scatter market and is 

commanding prime time price increases 

that are 25 % -30% higher than its upfront 
rates, says Mike Shaw, president of sales for 

the network. The news category is also 

strong, he adds. And, in daytime, ABC is 

commanding rates that are up 60% or 

more from the upfront. There's no reason 

this shouldn't continue," says Shaw of the 

strong scatter market. "There are no storm 

clouds that we can see." 

Joe Abruzzese, president of sales for 

CBS, says his network is commanding 
scatter -price increases between 25% and 
40% across every daypart. "Advertisers 

market will become. 

"Most of the health we're seeing is es- 

sentially the replacement of some money 

that was held back last year," he explains. 

"Travel and airlines are coming back, and, 

as we get further away from that event, 

we're gradually getting back to an ad econ- 

omy where people realize that, if they want 

to move products, they have to advertise 

them." 
Tom Decabia, executive vice president 

of the media -buying firm PHD USA, says 

a lot of retailers got hammered last year 

"A lot of advertisers are competing 
aggressively with each other, and 

they can't ignore the power of 
television." -Mitch Stern, Fox TV 

seem to have a lot more faith in what's 

going to happen in the future than Wall 

Street does," he says, referring to the re- 

cent sell-off in the financial markets. "Cli- 

ents are betting they're going to sell their 
products, and they're launching new prod- 

ucts and putting marketing and advertising 

behind them." 

Says Zenith's Hamilton, "The market- 

place has been quite a bit healthier than 
most people predicted six months ago." 

And the more time passes from last year's 

9/11 attacks, the more normalized the 

with the one -two punch of the recession 

and terrorist attacks. This year, they are 

spending heavily on ads leading into the 

holiday season. "Right now," he explains, 

"they're saying, if we're going to have a 

decent year, we need to step up now." 

Meanwhile, at the local level, compar- 

isons with year -ago spending levels (which 

were dismal) and this year's political spend- 

ing are helping to make sales look better at 

TV stations. But station executives also say 

the market is in pretty good shape even if 

you put those two factors aside. 
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Torricelli 'toasted' by WNBC 
Station's report on senator's 
dealings with Chang 
doomed re- election bid 

By Dan Trigoboff 

A 
Sept. 15 poll showed Republican 

Doug Forrester and Democrat 

Robert Torricelli in a statistical dead 

heat for the New Jersey Senate seat. Incum- 

bent Torricelli was in a real race, largely 

because of his admonishment by the Senate 

Ethics Committee for improperly accepting 

gifts from a campaign contributor. 

Last week, Torricelli dropped out, some 

say because of a nearly 40- minute report by 

WNBC(TV) New York's Jonathan Dienst, 

finding corroboration for convicted felon 

David Chang's claims to have given cash, 

jewelry, clothing, antiques and a big -screen 

TV to Torricelli. Chang also accused Torri- 

celli of trying to intimidate him, and 

WNBC aired a surveillance video in which 

the senator, accompanied by a man identi- 

fied as a local garbage hauler, entered a con- 

venience store shortly after Chang -al- 
though they did not interact with him. 

"Bob was, in effect, toast" after the re- 

port, said a New Jersey Democratic leader, 

according to the Bergen Record. Bill O'Reilly, 

on Fox News Channel, called the WNBC 

Jonathan Dienst's report offered 
corroboration of David Chang's 
charges against Torricelli. 

report "devastating." 

Just before Dienst's report aired, a federal 

court made public a letter from federal pros- 

ecutors seeking leniency for Chang, who, 

despite "serious credibility problems," had 

"greatly advanced" their investigation of 
Torricelli. 

WNBC had led a media coalition, which 

included The New York Times, several 

other papers and ABC, in seeking release 

of that memo. 

"We were aware of the impact this story 

could have," says Dienst. "We didn't nec- 

essarily believe that Torricelli would with- 

Cable keeps its newsies 
The increased interest in 
current events created by 
9/11 holds up a year later 

By John M. Higgins 

Cablc's news networks have been able 

to hang onto some of the Nielsen 

gains sparked by 9/11, and Fox 

News Channel is doing far better than its 

rivals. 

Of course, no one expected networks to 
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draw, but we thought it would force him to 

sit down and answer questions." Torricelli 

would not agree to an interview, but the 

story opened with his defense that Chang is 

a liar and convicted felon. 

The lengthy report came during some 

upheaval at WNBC: News Director Dianne 

Doctor had left the newsroom for WCBS- 

TV, and Dan Forman had returned after a 

few years at WABC -TV, bringing with him 

executive producer Barbara Johnson to be 

WNBC news director. Dienst credits all the 

news managers -as well as station attor- 

neys -with backing the story. 

retain the initial spike. (CNN's 5.5 house- 

hold rating for 9/11 was eight times its nor- 

mal score.) For third quarter 2002, CNN's 

prime time rating was 0.8, down 33% from 

1.2 in the same period last year, when heavy 

viewership from the final three weeks of 
September 2001 inflated the score. Top 

news net Fox News was flat at 1.1. 

More interesting is data from the weeks 

before 9/11 of both years. Data crunched 

by Turner Broadcasting research chief Jack 

Wakshlag shows Fox News Channel up 

25% to a 1.0 household rating in prime 

time, CNN up 15% to a 0.8, and MSNBC 

flat at a 0.4 despite this summer's high -pro- 

file launch of a prime time slate anchored 

by a nightly show featuring Phil Donahue. 

When it comes to CNN's favorite demo, 

adults 25 -54, Fox News soared 132 %, in 

large part because more cable systems 

added the channel post -9/11. (Ratings are 

adjusted for increases in distribution; head - 

counts of demos aren't.) CNN is up 36 %. 

But MSNBC is off 4 %. 

Lifetime was again the top cable net- 

work during the third quarter, its 2.1 

household rating even with last year. 
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T H E W E E K T H A T W A S 

THE PEOPLE MEETER 

Veteran TV producer Bruce 
Paltrow, 58, died Oct. 3 in 
Rome, where he was 
reportedly helping his daugh- 
ter, Oscar- winning actress 
Gwyneth Paltrow, celebrate 
her 30th birthday. He was suf- 
fering from throat cancer, but, 
according to a wire report, he 
died after a heart attack and 
from complications connected 
to pneumonia. In 1978, for 
CBS, Paltrow debuted The 
White Shadow. Later, he was 
executive producer of NBC's 
St. Elsewhere, which, over its 

six -year run, won 13 Emmys 
and was nominated for 63. It 
won a Peabody Award in 

1984. Paltrow's widow is 

Blythe Danner, now starring 
in the CBS medical drama 
Presidio Med.... 

Charles James, assistant 
attorney general for 
Department of Justice's 
antitrust division, is leaving to 
become VP and general coun- 
sel of Chevron Texaco, 
starting Dec. 9. His division is 

in the midst of two large 
merger reviews- DirecTV/ 
EchoStar and AT&T! 
Comcast -but IX)j says the 
timetable for a decision on 
those mergers will not be 
slowed by his departure.... 

Adelphia Communications 
Corp. founder John Rigas and 
two of his sons pleaded not 
guilty to charges of defrauding 
the cable operator of more 
than $2.5 billion. The Rigases 
and two other former 
Adelphia executives entered 
the pleas during a hearing 
before U.S. District Judge 
Leonard Sand in Manhattan. 
The five executives face a 24- 

The WB got big 
demo help last week 
from Dawson's Creek. 

count indictment.... 
Dana McClintock has been 

named senior VP of communi- 
cations at the CBS Television 
Network. McClintock has 
been with CBS for nine years, 
starting in media relations with 
the launch of Late Show With 
David Letterman. 

WATCH FULL 
ABC has picked up the last 
nine episodes of Tuesday - 
night comedies 8 Simple Rules 
for Dating My Teenage Daugh- 
ter and Life With Bonnie, fill- 

ing out a full 22- episode order 
for both shows, produced by 
co -owned Touchstone Televi- 

sion.... 
The WB is having its best 

year ever in its targeted 18 -34 

demographic, topping all the 
networks for the first time with 
its season premieres of 
Gilmore Girls and Smallville 
on Sept. 24 and then again 
with those shows the following 
Tuesday. It also won the demo 
with last Wednesday's two - 
hour season premiere of Daw- 
son's Creek.... 

Dr. Phil remains the big rat- 
ings winner among rookie syn- 

dicated shows, according to 
Nielsen's national ratings for 

the week ended Sept. 22. Dr. 

Phil's first full week recorded 
a 4.4 national rating, second 
only to The Oprah Winfrey 
Show, which led with a 6.0. 

No. 2 among rookie talk 
shows was Warner Bros.' The 
Caroline Rhea Show, up 10% 
to a personal-best 1.1 rating. 
That's better than it seems 
because the show is stuck in 

many late -night time slots. 

WASHINGTON THINKS 
THINGS OVER 

House Energy and Commerce 
Committee Chairman Billy 

Tauzin will wait until the next 
Congress before introducing 
formal legislation aimed at 
speeding the DTV transition. 
Opposition voiced at a 

hearing two weeks ago 
demonstrated that lawmakers 
face the same difficulty 
settling inter- industry disputes 
as FCC officials do.... 

The FCC is expected to 
approve "in -band, on- 
channel," or IBOC, as the 
standard technology for digi- 
tal radio when the 
commissioners meet this 
Thursday.... 

Former FCC Chairman 
Reed Hundt told a Senate 

Commerce Committee last 

week that the government 
needs to step in to subsidize 
the broadband rollout. Hundt, 
now a partner in consulting 
firm McKinsey & Co., said 
that, in the present economic 
climate, the private sector 
won't invest enough to build 
out the technology. 

INDUSTRY SPIN 
The NAB plans to hire a 

media -relations agency to 
pitch the nation on the bright 
side of today's radio - 
ownership landscape. The 
reported $250,000 campaign 
will be aimed at countering 
industry critics who say 

consolidation since 1996 has 
put radio in the hands of a few 
corporate giants.... 

The National Cable 
Telecommunications Associa- 
tion says the industry has 

topped 10 million high -speed 
Internet customers as of the 
end of the third quarter, an 
increase of 2.8 million 
customers in the first nine 
months of the year. There 
remains a lot of room for 
growth, however. NCTA says 
more than 50 million of the 
75 million homes with cable - 
modem service available own 
a computer. 

CORRECTIONS 

Warner Bros. retained 
repurposing rights to Fastlaue, 
a new Fox series that will be 
repurposed on MTV. A Sept. 
30 story incorrectly said Fox 
sold the rights. 

Also a story on repurposing 
in the same issue misidentified 
Fox's San Francisco affiliate. 
It's KTVU(TV). 

1 
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for years, the cornerstone show on Bravo has been Inside the 
Actor's Studio, an hour -long, endlessly fawning interview of 
some major movie stars. It costs the network around $125,000 

an episode. And for years, that was pretty much at the high end 
of Bravo's programming budget. 

That will change. Next fall, 

Bravo takes a huge financial 
plunge, debuting off -net epi- 
sodes of one of NBC's signature 
series, The West Wing. Bravo is 

paying a hair - raising $1.2 million 

per episode. That's at least $105 

million for four seasons' worth of 
episodes, a record price for an 

hour drama at the time the deal 
was cut. 

That bet isn't limited to Bravo, 

but a reflection of a philosophical 
transformation at the network's 
parent, Rainbow Media. For years, 

Rainbow networks' approach has 

been get it cheap, be it old movies 

for its American Movie Classics or 
more recent -but not too expen- 
sively recent -artsy product for 
IFC (previously, the Independent 
Film Channel). Forget advertising 
and rely on cable operators to pay 

above -average license fees. 

No more. Bravo, which went 
ad- supported two years ago, is fur- 

ther along than the others. AMC, 
long a commercial -free haven for 

movie junkies, moved to a full 

commercial load last Monday and 
is playing up newer movies and 
original programming. And WE: 

Women's Entertainment, still 

shaking off its Romance Classics 

past, is sprinkling in some off -net- 

work acquired fare, trying to grab 

a piece of the Lifetime -dominated 
women's niche. Rainbow net- 

works are flashing the big acquisi- 

tion dollars usually thrown around 
by the USA Network and Turner's 
TNT and TBS. 

"The goal is to keep the brand 
identity and reach the demo- 
graphic of appeal but have more of 

them watch," said Rainbow CEO 
Josh Sapan. 

But Sapan may not get the 
chance to see if the strategy 
works. Rainbow's owner, Cable - 
vision Systems, is in financial 
trouble and is getting offers to 
buy parts of the network opera- 
tion. NBC, already a minority 
owner of Rainbow and covetous 
of a cable entertainment outlet, 

wants to buy Bravo, and Wall 

Street executives say the studio 
MGM is sniffing around as well. 

Bravo's artsy, low -cost original 
programming and acquired films 

certainly deliver the upscale view- 

ers that advertisers covet. But the 
net has never delivered very many 

of them and, to grow ratings and 
ad revenue, needs the muscle of 
tested, brand -name shows. 

"They can't survive on their 
narrow targets," said veteran me- 

dia buyer Howard Nass, principal 

of HN Media. With West Wing, 

"Bravo will be open to three 
times the advertisers." 

The logic is simple. Without 
advertising, Rainbow's networks 
needed to increase license fees or 
add subscribers to grow. The net- 

works started out as "mini -pays," 

sold to consumers like Home Box 

Office but cheaper, $4 or so 

monthly. Now they're all sold as rr 

channels for basic cable, seeking 
20 -40 cents a month from cable ó 
operators. Cable operators fiercely á 

By Allison Romano 

rainoow 
brightens 
its stripes 
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Channels like Bravo rarely 
push the envelope; under 
Sapan, though, there's a 

more ambitious agenda - 
and NBC may want Bravo 



fight paying any more per sub- 
scriber than they have to, espe- 
cially for weak programming. Fur- 

ther, cable subscriber growth has 

stalled, and even DBS services are 

starting to slow. In the long run, if 

Rainbow is to generate much fi- 

nancial growth, its networks need 
to start generating ad revenue. 

CABLEVISION'S ILLS 

A big cloud over the strategy is 

Cablevision's financial woes. After 
separating Rainbow as a separate 
"tracking -stock" company two 
years ago, overleveraged and 
cash -starved Cablevision reeled 
the programming unit back in, 

paying Rainbow shareholders just 

$800 million in Cablevision stock. 
The main goal is to use Rain- 

bow's $187 million cash reserves 
immediately. Initially, speculation 
swirled that Cablevision would 
sell all -or at least pieces -of 
Rainbow, which includes Much - 
Music USA and five Fox Sports 
regional nets. Analysts say it is 

more likely that Cablevision will 

borrow against debt -free Rain- 
bow's balance sheet to ease its 

own liquidity crisis. 

Then there's NBC. It has ap- 
proached Cablevision Chairman 
Chuck Dolan about buying 
Bravo, offering $1 billion, or $16 

per subscriber. Industry execu- 
tives say Dolan wants twice that. 
MGM, also a part owner in AMC 
and Bravo, is expressing interest, 
too, but is not likely to cough up 
$2 billion. 

Rainbow CEO Josh Sapan 
programs an expensive off-net 

product to bolster the 
channels. But parent 

Cablevision may sell them to 
raise cash, and NBC is eyeing 

Bravo. All that talk "has no 
effect whatsoever on our 

programming plans," he says. 

"Chuck needs some problems 
solved," said one media invest- 
ment banker who works with 
Cablevision. "This would solve 
all his problems." 

Dolan has said publicly that 
he'd consider selling all of his 
cable systems, though many of 
his peers believe he's more inter- 
ested in talking his stock price up 
than selling into a down market. 

At the very least, Hollywood 
executives said, Cablevision's cri- 

sis and the Rainbow buy -in have 
the networks closing their acqui- 
sition wallets. 

Sapan wouldn't talk about the 
deal discussions: "We're march- 
ing ahead." He added that Cable - 
vision isn't holding back Rainbow. 

"The stock intake has no effect 

whatsoever on our programming 
plans." 

AMC is Rainbow's most finan- 

cially sound network, projected 
to generate $246 million in rev- 
enue this year, according to Mor- 
gan Stanley estimates. Bravo will 

produce $150.6 million, and WE 
and IFC will generate about $52 

million each. Because Bravo 
offers advertisers hard -to -reach 
upscale viewers, it has weathered 
the advertising downturn, post- 
ing single -digit CPM increases in 

the latest upfront. 
Rainbow received a sizable cash 

infusion in April when MGM in- 

vested $825 million for a 20% 
stake in AMC, Bravo, IFC and 
WE. Some of it went to pay down 
debts, the rest into network cof- 

fers. The MGM cash, ad revenue 
and license fees are fueling new 
programming and acquisitions. 

BRAVO A PLAYER 

Bravo raised industry eyebrows 
last year when it purchased cable 
rights to West Wing. Beginning 
next fall, it will strip the first four 
seasons in prime and take future 
deliveries of new seasons. 

"The West Wing was an im- 
pressive buy," said Tim Spengler, 
executive vice president, director 
of national broadcast, Initiative 
Media North America. "Bravo 
bought a brand -name show, and 
that lends credibility" 

It could be a risky purchase: 
Serialized dramas, like ER, don't 
repeat as well on cable as close - 
ended episodes like Law & Order. 

"The West Wing is very topi- 
cal. Will viewers want to see a 

9/11 story or a Middle East plot 
three or four years from now ?" 

wondered Tom DeCabia, EVP 
of media buyer AdvanswersNY. 

Even modest ratings should 
perk up Bravo's prime time marks, 

which hover around 0.4, according 
to Nielsen Media Research. The 
channel wants its acquired fare to 
guide more viewers to its originals 
like upcoming Page to Screen, 
which analyzes books made into 
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movies, and a show on Chicago's 
famed comedy house, Second City 
Presents. Early next year, reality 
series The IT Factor, following 
struggling actors trying to make it 

in Los Angeles, returns for a sec- 

ond season. 

Bravo's strategy starts to take 
form this week when reruns of 
HBO's off -beat comedy The Larry 

Sanders Show join the prime time 
schedule. Bravo plunked down 
$200,000 per episode for its first 
basic -cable run. 

This year, Bravo is spending 
$50.5 million on programming, 
according to Kagan World Media 
estimates, a 7% increase from 
2001. But it isn't shopping for 

advertising per hour (that's still a 

few minutes less than other ad- 
supported cable channels). Many 
of the black -and -whites are back 
in the vault, replaced by movies 
from the '70s, '80s and even the 
'90s. 

Moving to an ad- supported 
model and freshening program- 
ming may chase off some dis- 
gruntled old viewers, but many 
industry execs admire the moves 

as smart business. "They need to 
be relevant to younger con- 
sumers," notes Laura Caraccioli, 
VP of Starcomm Entertainment. 

AMC's median age in prime 
for the 2001 -02 TV season was a 

creaky 53.5, according to Magna 

expensive, but AMC's $82.5 mil- 

lion programming budget, accord- 
ing to Kagan, and new ad revenue 
should support pricier buys. 

"If they generate a second 
source of revenue, we'd look for 
a commensurate payment in our 
license fee," said Jerry McKenna, 
vice president of strategic market- 
ing for MSO Cable One. 

WE AIMS TO GROW 

Of Rainbow's national outlets, 
WE is the least established. As 

the second incarnation of old - 
skewing Romance Classics, "We 
still have a bit of a hangover," 
admits EVP /GM Marty Von 

Ruden. WE's median age hovers 

cable juggernaut, and Oxygen 
takes aim with smart, often in- 

structional programming. WE is 

trying to be a more whimsical 
entertainment outlet. "Television 
for women who want a time - 
out," explains Sapan. 

Two new originals embody the 
approach: Animated Committed, 
which plays on life's challenges for 

working moms, bows Oct. 7, and 
game show Spend It Fast kicked 
off Sept. 30. 

WE purchased its first two off - 

nets at bargain- basement prices, 
paying $175,000 per episode for 
Felicity and $75,000 for Two 

Guys and a Girl. The series, 
which debuted last week, air in 

New on WE is Spend It Fast (I). Bravo's getting West Wing (c) reruns and still has the popular Inside the Actor's Studio. 

just any acquired product. Sapan 
wants shows that contribute to 
Bravo's "smart TV" brand. 

Apparently, not many shows 
fit the bill. Of the last 10 or 15 

big network shows being sold to 
cable, Sapan says he bid only on 
The West Wing. 

AMC OPENS UP 

Rainbow doesn't want this to be 
your parents' American Movie 
Classics any longer. The network, 
known simply as AMC now, is 

putting finishing touches on a 

year -long evolution, gradually 
introducing ads and trading 
older films for newer flicks. It's 
not just about movies, it's about 
the movie experience, network 
execs explain, pointing to a new 
tagline "TV for movie people." 

It's also about business. AMC 
now accepts 10 minutes of 
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Global's analysis of Nielsen data. 
The goal is to dip down to the 

35- to 45- year -old range, said net- 
work chief Noreen O'Loughlin. 
"We want to expand our audi- 
ence," she said. "That drives us 

to more -contemporary product." 
Indeed, many young viewers con- 
sider The Breakfast Club a classic. 

Media buyers and research 
execs say they'll be watching 
AMC's ratings closely to see if its 

Nielsen marks slip because of 
fleeing viewers. Said Initiative 
Media's Spengler, "They have to 
be careful not to water down the 
brand in search of the Holy Grail 
advertising dollars." 

AMC always seemed like an 
untapped resource. It's fully dis- 

tributed, in 82.7 million homes, 
and collects Nielsen ratings that 
range from a 0.7 to a 0.9. 

More -recent movies are more 

around 55 in prime time. 
That doesn't jibe with the me- 

dian ages for WE's first newly 
acquired shows: college drama 
Felicity and relationship sitcom 
Two Guys and a Girl. Both shows 
boasted median viewers around 
30 years old during their broad- 
cast plays. WE is hoping these 
series, plus movies and original 
lifestyle programs, can entice 
younger viewers and attract more 
ad dollars. 

To get there, WE is using the 
Bravo blueprint: Build a niche 
following, support it with ad rev- 

enue and expand programming 
offerings. WE is spending $43.9 
million on programming this 
year, according to Kagan esti- 
mates. 

In the crowded women's space, 
WE's positioning is particularly 
important. Lifetime is the women's 

fringe, setting up movies in prime 
time. "These shows will help 
market the network and make it 

look contemporary," said Von 

Ruden. 
Advertisers are just beginning 

to look at WE. Its ratings are 
slight, averaging a 0.3 in prime 
time. Still, the audience is larger 
than Oxygen's, said to be a 0.1 

(Oxygen doesn't publish ratings 
yet). Rainbow took WE into the 
upfront market for the first time 
this year and signed up 51 adver- 
tisers. "Women dominate TV 
viewing," said AdvanswersNY's 
DeCabia. "There is room for an- 
other outlet." 

To attract more ad dollars, 
WE needs to bulk up its distrib- 
ution, which stands at 47 million. 

Its biggest hold is on Comcast, 
but it is still wrangling for basic 
carriage on other MSOs. 



S 
.rld Vision 

Choice is Good 
When you're shopping for a digital set -top box solution, 

NDS gives you a real choice. In fact, you can select 

models from more than 40 manufacturers. 

Choose a low cost feature-rich box with VideoGuard` 

conditional access and interactivity built in, then add in 

some higher end boxes with XTV, NDS's integrated PVR 

solution delivering VOD. 

Your investment is future-proof thanks to NDS's 

open architecture that lets you easily introduce 

new features. 

When someone finally gives you a real choice, 

make the right one. Call NDS and see why we're 

the leaders in digital Pay TV technology. 

Make the right choice. 
Contact NDS Americas: (949) 725 2500 
www.nds.com World Leader W 



Programming 

For ABC, it could be worse 
Early in season, struggling 
network finds a few success 
stories on Tuesdays 

By Paige Albiniak and 

Steve McClellan 

It doesn't have a Friends or a West Wing 

or a CSI: Miami, but, after three weeks, 

ABC, while still not healthy, is at least 

breathing regularly on Tuesday nights. 

The network is acknowledging problem 

spots -Push, Nevada on Thursdays at 9 

p.m. ET, That Was Then on Fridays at 9 

p.m. -but, in the third week of new -season 

ratings, ABC showed strong numbers Sat- 

urday through Wednesday, and that's likely 

more than even the network expected. 

ABC's strategy to rebuild Tuesday night 
appears to be working, with John Ritter's 8 

Simple Rules for Dating My Teenage 

Daughter winning adults 18 -49 and 25 -54 

last week and providing a strong lead -in to 

According to Jim, Life With Bonnie and 

Less Than Perfect. Veteran NYPD Blue 

remains solid, winning adults 18 -49 and 

25 -54. ABC won adults 18 -49 and 25 -54 

for the night, tied for first with NBC in 18- 

34 and took second in households. 

"We are very, very hopeful," says ABC 
Entertainment President Susan Lyne. 

"What we've set out to do this season was 

to try to build a few tent poles for the net- 

work so that, by next fall, we have a strong 

enough group of shows to be able to go 

into the new season aggressively. We are 

very happy with the Tuesday lineup." 

Stacey Koemer, SVP, director of research 

at Initiative Media, notes, "It's somewhat of a 

resurgence of the comedy format for the 

lineup to be doing as well as it is, and a lot of 
that comes from the John Ritter show, dearly. 

I'd say they are looking better than last year." 

That's no big achievement. Last year, 

ABC's spectacular decline was pegged to a 
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Life With Bonnie (above) was second with 
adults 18 -49 Last Tuesday, given a strong 
lead -in by 8 Simple Rules, starring John 
Ritter, which won adults 18 -49 and 25 -54. 

disastrous Tuesday -night lineup that in- 
cluded What About Joan and Bob Patter- 
son. In previous years, Tuesday night was 

home to some of its most successful shows, 

including Home Improvement and Rose- 

anne. Things might change when baseball 

season is over and Fox's comedies return 

to Tuesday, particularly That '70s Show. 

ABC also has gotten a pleasant surprise 

on Wednesday night, with Damon Wayans's 

My Wife and Kids winning its 8 p.m. ET 
time period for the past two weeks. 

"On Wednesday night, My Wife and Kids 

has been able to come out from what could 

have been a closer situation [vs. Fox's The 

Bernie Mac Show] and do extremely well," 

says Bill Carroll, vice president, director of 
programming, Katz Television Group. 

The second -season premiere of George 

Lopez at 8:30 p.m. last Wednesday took sec- 

ond in households and won in 18-49, 18 -34 

and 25 -54. At 9 p.m., The Bachelor 2 bested 

CBS's Amazing Race 3, even though everyone 

lost to NBC's West Wing. The night ended 

on a down note for ABC, with MDs at 10 

p.m. losing to CBS's Presidio Med, though 

both were soundly beaten by the 13th -season 

premiere of NBC's Law & Order. 

For the week ended Sept. 29, CBS won 

in households at 9.1 rating/15 share, fol- 

lowed by NBC 8.9/15, ABC 6.6/11, Fox 

4.5/07, WB 2.8/4 and UPN 2.6/4. In the 

adults 18 -49 derby, NBC won with a 5.4/15, 

followed by CBS with 4.6/12, ABC 4.5/11, 

Fox 2.7/6, WB 2.2/7 and UPN 1.7/5. 



The Benefit 
of 

Fashion. 

QVC Presents "FFANY Shoes On Sale' 
Beautiful Shoes at Half Price, Benefiting Breast Cancer Research 

Over 100,000 pairs of designer and brand -name shoes will be sold at half price, with net proceeds 

benefiting The Fashion Footwear Charitable Foundation, which supports breast cancer research and 

education programs. Tune in live from New York's Chelsea Piers and just imagine what you'll save. 

SPECIAL BENEFACTOR: NINE WEST GROUP - BANDOLINO. CALICO. EASY SPIRIT. ENZO ANGIOLINI. NINE H COMPANY. NINE WEST 

AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE FASHION FOOTWEAR ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK IFFANY) THAT SUPPORT THIS YEAR'S BENEFIT INCLUDE: AEROSOLES I AK ANNE KLEIN / AMERICAN EAGLE / ANDRE ASSOUS / ANN MARINO 

ANNE KLEIN / AOUATALIA BY MARVIN K. / ARCHE / BALDO H TOZZI I BIRKENSTOCK / BORN I BOSTONIAN / BRUNO MAGLI / CAPARROS CORP. / CARESSA / CAT FOOTWEAR / CHARLES JOURDAN I CHINESE LAUNDRY / CLARKS 

COACH FOOTWEAR / COBBLE CODDLERS / COLEHAAN I DANELLE 1 DEER STAGS / DOCKERS FOOTWEAR FOR WOMEN / DONALD J PLINER / EASY STREET I ELLEN TRACY I FRANCO SARTO / FRYE / G.H. BASSI HUSH PUPPIES 

ISAAC MIZRAHI / KEOS CORPORATION / LIFE STRIDE / LIZ CLAIBORNE SHOES / MADELINE STUART I MARKON / MARTINEZ VALERO / MAX% NEW YORK / MEE TOO / MIA I MODELS PREFER I MOOTSIES TOOTSIES 

NATURALIZER 1 NEW YORK TRANSIT / NICOLE / NINA I NM 70 / PAllO / PRIMA ROYALE / REED EVINS / REPORT I RIEKER / R1 COLT / ROCKET DOG I ROCKPORTI RYKA / SAM H LIBBY / SEBAGO / SEYCHELLES 

SOFT SPOTS I SPERRY TOP -SIDER / STEVE MADDEN I STRIDE RITE / SUDINI / TIMBERLAND / TOESIES BY CARIDAWN I TOMMY HILFIGER FOOTWEAR / UNLISTED / VIA SPIGA / WHITE MT. / YALEET INC. - NAOT FOOTWEAR 

Watch The OVC Morning Show, weekdays 7 -9am ET, throughout October for the featured Shoe of the Day. 
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BroadcastWatch 
COMPILED BY KENNETH RAY 

SEPT, 23 -29 Broadcast network prime time ratings according to Nielsen Media Research 
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SyndicationWatch 
SEPT. 16 -22 Syndicated programming ratings according to Nielsen Media Research 

TOP 25 SHOWS 

Rank /Program 

18 -49 

AA 

18 -49 

GAA 

1 Friends 5.0 5.9 

2 Seinfeld 4.0 4.3 

3 Everybody Loves Raymond 3.7 4.2 

4 Seinfeld (wknd) 2.9 3.1 

5 Oprah Winfrey Show 2.7 2.7 

6 That'70s Show 2.4 2.8 

7 King of the Hill 2.3 2.5 

8 Entertainment Tonight 2.2 2.3 

8 Friends (wknd) 2.2 2.3 

10 Wheel of Fortune 2.1 NA 

11 Frasier 2.0 2.1 

11 Home Improvement 2.0 2.5 

11 Judge Judy 2.0 2.8 

14 Dr. Phil 1.9 1.9 

15 Everybody Loves Raymond (wknd) 1.6 NA 

16 Drew Carey 1.5 1.5 

16 ER 1.5 1.9 

16 Maury 1.5 1.6 

19 Judge Joe Brown 1.4 1.6 

19 WW Police Videos 1.4 1.5 

21 Divorce Court 1.3 1.7 

21 Entertainment Tonight (wknd) 1.3 1.3 

21 Jerry Springer 1.3 1.3 

21 Live With Regis and Kelly 1.3 NA 

21 Mutant X 1.3 1.3 

21 The Practice 1.3 1.4 

TOP MAGAZINE SHOWS 
18-49 18 -49 

AA GAA 

1 Entertainment Tonight 2.2 2.3 

2 Entertainment Tonight (wknd) 1.3 1.3 

3 Extra 1.2 1.3 

3 Inside Edition 1.2 1.3 

3 Access Hollywood 1.2 1.2 

According to Nielsen Media Research Syndication Service 

Ranking Report Sept. 16 -22, 2002 

18 -49 - Adults 18 -49 

AA - Average Audience Rating 

GAA - Gross Aggregate Average 

One Nielsen rating - 1,067,000 households, which rep- 

resents 1% of the 106.7 million TV Households in the 
United States 
NA - not available 

Sitcoms soar into new season 
Off -net sitcoms have come on 

strong in the new season, with Will 

& Grace, That 70s Show, Dharma & 

Greg and The Hughleys bowing in 

syndication Last month and sopho- 

more Everybody Loves Raymond tak- 
ing the No. 2 spot away from Sein- 

feld in the first two weeks of the 

new season. 

All four rookie sitcoms scored in 

the top 10: Warner Bros: Will & 

Grace at No. 4, Carsey -Werner's 

That '70s Show No. 5, and Twenti- 

eth's Dharma & Greg No. 6 and The 

Hughleys No. 9, according to 
Nielsen Media Research's overnight ratings for Sept. 23 -27. 

Tribune, which bought group licenses for Will & Grace, is thrilled with the show's perfor- 

mance, says President Patrick Mullen. "It looks like we've got another hit on our hands." 

In its first week, Will & Grace scored a 4.8, tying Sony Pictures Television's Seinfeld. 

Combined with a prime time performance by The WB that is surprising even that 
network, running Will & Grace, Warner Bros: Friends and King World's Everybody Loves 

Raymond in early and late fringes is paying off for Tribune stations, many of which are 

WB affiliates in major markets. 

The three sitcoms pull in the 18 -49 and 18 -34 crowds that both The WB and Tribune 

seek to attract. They provide a strong lead -in to The WB's prime time lineup, Mullen said, 

and Will & Grace averaged an 11% increase on its lead -in share in both fringe periods. 

What's more, boosted by prime time Emmys, Raymond has beaten Seinfeld twice, 

scoring a 6.2 rating to Seinfeld's 5.8 in the first week and a 7.5 vs. 4.8 in the second. 

In week two, Raymond knocked Friends out of its spot as top -rated off -net sitcom. 

Like Will & Grace, Dharma & Greg also had just completed its first week at press time, 

notching a 3.0. 
That '70s Show also had a strong debut, scoring a 3.3 in the national ratings for its 

first week and a 4.1 in overnight ratings for week two. (Overnight ratings are available 

the next day; national ratings become available one week later and include station 

clearances.) The Hughleys' debut was not as strong, logging a 1.3. -Paige Albiniak 

Warner Bros.' Will & Grace debuted at No. 4 among 

syndie shows, scoring a 4.8 rating. 



KTVK DENIED TAPE 

Arizona's Supreme Court has 

let stand an appeals court rul- 

ing allowing police to 

withhold emergency- phone- 

call tapes and release only 

transcripts. KTVK(TV) 

Phoenix has been fighting for 

access to emergency tapes for 

two years, but News Director 

Dennis O'Neill said following 

the ruling last week that there 
seemed to be nowhere left to 

go, with the state's highest 

court having the fmal say on 

interpreting state law. 

KTVK sued Mesa police to 

obtain an audiotape of a call 

by a woman suspected of child 

abuse, but police released only 

a transcript. Police said releas- 

ing the tape would harm the 

defendant's right to a fair trial 

and would violate the victim's 

privacy. Arizona courts have 

concluded privacy interests of 
individuals outweigh public 

interest in hearing the tape. 

"In our view," said O'Neill, 

"the judges have made new 

law in Arizona. The station 

had requested the tape of a 

911 call made after a 16- 

month -old child fell from his 

crib." The call was made by a 

woman later arrested in the 

incident. Applying an "alterna- 

tive means" test, state courts 

concluded that release of a 

transcript of the call satisfied 

the state's Public Records Act. 

"The public- records law 

was created to help determine 

whether or not the government 

is withholding something," 

O'Neill said. "Now the govern- 

ment can determine whether 

there's something the people 

Programming 

StatiorBreak 
B Y D A N T R T G O B O F F 

. . ..i, 
' 

i` 

In the pin' 
KYW -TV Philadelphia and the 

Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer 

Foundation are turning the city's 

skyline pink this month for a 

breast -cancer -awareness 

campaign, "Lights for the Cure." 

So far, 18 downtown buildings are 

participating. 

need to know. It's very 

disappointing." 

TWO WICHITA STATIONS 

START LOCAL NEWS SHOW 

Two Wichita, Kan., T\' 
stations have begun a half -hour 

local newsmagazine that will 

air four times a year. The show 

has been put together by the 

stations' production staff, since 

neither station does local news. 

"It's not your typical news- 

magazine," says Kent Cornish, 

who runs KSAS -TV and 
KSCC(TV). "We've done 
public- affairs shows here, and 

we decided to make this one 
more entertaining." 

Among the segments in the 

opening show are a look at the 
local Wichita Museum of 
Ancient Treasures, 117 -year- 

old local business Cero's Can- 

dies, and what the stations call 

a "tongue -in- cheek" profile of 

minor- league Wichita 

Wranglers' mascot, Wilbur T. 

Wrangler -a horse -done in 

VH 1 Behind the Music style. 

IT'S RAINING MONEY 

WBZ -TV Boston will work 

with the city's Museum of Sci- 

ence "to explore the mystery 

and uncertainty of weather 
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forecasting in an unprece- 

dented science -education pro- 

gram," the station said. A 

$2 million grant from the 
National Science Foundation 
is expected to produce 
weather -education project 
"Predicting the Future: The 
Science and Technology of 
Weather Forecasting." The 

museum will host an 

interactive exhibit on weather 

forecasting featuring WBZ- 

TV weather staffers and led by 

meteorologist Mish Michaels. 

CANDIDATES LOSE 

Three Massachusetts guberna- 

torial candidates failed last 

week to get the courts to force 

six media organizations - 
including WHDH -TV, WBZ- 

TV, WCVB -TV and WGBH- 
TV, all Boston -to include 

them in a debate. Libertarian 

candidate Carla Howell, 

Green Party's Jill Stein and 

independent Barbara Johnson 
asked state courts in Middle- 

sex and Worcester counties to 
ban the debate unless they 

were allowed to participate. 

The media organizations 

have concluded that, based on 

polls, only Democrat Shannon 

P. O'Brien and Republican 

Mitt Romney have a chance of 

winning. While the excluded 

candidates maintain that the 

debate amounts to a media 

endorsement of the two major 

candidates, the media argued 

that the First Amendment 
prohibits the government 
from determining editorial 
decisions. Middlesex Superior 
Court Judge Linda Giles held 

that the facilitation of a debate 

is not a campaign 

contribution, to which state 

campaign -finance laws apply. 

KCBS NEWS 

ON THE MOVE 

Viacom's CBS Los Angeles 

duopoly will move its KCBS- 

TV noon newscast to 11 a.m. 

so as not to go head to head 

with partner KCAL(TV). 

KCAL's ratings have been the 

stronger at noon. KCBS -TV 

will now be competing at 11 

a.m. with local-news heavies 

KNBC(TV) and KABC -TV. 

Moreover, KCAL will add an 

evening hour of news and 

sports on Saturday. 

All news is local. Contact Dan 

Trigoboff at (301) 260 -0923, 

e -mail dtrig@comcast.net or fax 

(413) 254 -4133. 



 

THE MARKET 

DMA rank 194 

Population 155,000 

TV homes 57,000 

Income per capita S15,510 

TV revenue rank 204 

TV revenue S4,200,000 

COMMERCIAL TV STATIONS 
Rank* Ch. Affil. 

1 WLIO(TV) 35 N 

2 WOHL -CA 25 

3 WLQP -LP 18 UPN 

4 WLTW(TV) 44 Rel. 

Owner 

Block 

Greg Phipps 

Greg Phipps 

Amer. Christ. 

May 2002, total households 6 a.m. -2 a ., Sun. -Sat. 

CABLE /DBS 
Cable subscribers (HH) 

Cable penetration 

ADS subscribers (HH) * 
ADS penetration 

DBS carriage of local TV? 

44,080 

76% 

10,440 

18% 

No 

"Alternative Delivery Systems, includes DBS and other 
non -cable services, according to Nielsen Media Research 

WHAT'S NO. 1 

Syndicated show Rating /Share * ** 
Wheel of Fortune (WLIO) 15/30 

Network show 

ER (WLIO) 26/43 

Evening newscast 

WLIO 27/59 

Late newscast 

WLIO 22/57 

---May 2002, total househor7, 
Sources Nielsen Media Research, BIA Research 

Programming 

Focus Lima 

The Lima, Ohio, market benefits from the 
density in larger, neighboring markets. 

Small but not limited 
In 2001, Lima, Ohio, climbed 10 spots on Nielsen's list of DMAs, from 201 to 191 - 
the biggest jump that year- thanks to the addition of a second county. Population 

has dipped slightly, though, and the DMA ranks 194 this year. 

Local television executives like being surrounded by the larger Toledo, Dayton, and 

Columbus, Ohio, and Fcrt Wayne, Ind. markets. NBC affil WLIO(TV) is carried over 

cable systems in them and has even been granted must -carry status over some. Gen- 

eral Manager Bruce Opperman says it draws revenue from outside its official market. 

He thinks the market benefits from the density in neighboring markets. "Lima is 

very much a retail shopping hub for 40 to 50 miles. That's why we get advertising 

from Home Depot, Lowé s, Kohl's, Applebeé s, Ruby Tuesday, all the Kmarts and the 

Wal- Marts: People would rather come here to shop than fight the traffic." 

Given nearly 50 years of local dominance by WLIO, local owner Greg Phipps knows 

his stations have a long way to go, but he's trying to make a race of it with a Class 

A Fox affiliate, low -power UPN affil and recently acquired low -power independent. 

He puts on an hour of local news carried on both his older stations -and anchored 

by Kathleen Phipps, his wife -and runs high school sporting events in addition to 

network shows. "We're running these low -powers like full -powers," he says. "In a small 

DMA, low -power is not as a big a concern as long as you've got cable coverage." 

Both operators say tie lack of local competition gives them whatever they want 

in syndication. "We've got Regis and Kelly, Hollywood Squares, Dr. Phil, Wheel of 
Fortune, Jeopardy and Oprch. Entertainment Tonight has been our news lead -in for 

15 years," Opperman brags. 

But, Phipps notes, WLIO's impressive roster leaves Everybody Loves Raymond, Sein- 

feld and Friends for his stations. -Dan Trigoboff 

IIIETIIIIT DISCOVERS PYRAMID! 
The PYRAMID Grows Household 

on WDIV at 11:00am! 3.1 Rating. 

19% 

Week to 

J H 
Week! 

III oJ vs. Year 
SONY / 
PICTURE,' Ago! 1 o 
TELEVISION 

.77 

Source: NSI. WRAP Overnights. (9/23/02 -9/27/02) vs. 13.16,02- 9í20i02). year ago =Oct'01 WWW etu.eateleviaion corn 



ACA ASKS FOR 

RETRANS INQUIRY 
The trade group for indepen- 

dent cable operators last Tues- 

day asked the FCC to investi- 

gate retransmission- consent 

practices of the broadcast net- 

works and TV- station groups. 

The American Cable Associa- 

tion argues that broadcasters 

are leveraging franchises' 

desire to carry local TV 
stations to force carriage of 
affiliated cable nets. "Increas- 

ingly," ACA said, "a few 

media conglomerates - 
powerful players like 

Disney /ABC, Fox/News 
Corp., and GE/NBC -are 
pulling the strings behind 
local retransmission- consent 

negotiations." 

The filing coincided with 
stations' deadline for either 
electing must -carry or 
entering retransmission - 

consent negotiations with 
local cable franchises. The 

next carriage cycle begins Jan. 

1. ACA members are cable 

systems not affiliated with 
multichannel programmers. 

DTV BILL ON HOLD 

House Energy and Commerce 

Committee Chairman Billy 
Tauzin (R -La.) will wait until 
the next Congress before 

introducing formal legislation 

aimed at speeding the DTV 
transition. Opposition voiced 

at a hearing last week to many 

provisions in a discussion 

draft floated by Tauzin and 

ranking Commerce Commit- 
tee member John Dingell (D- 
Mich.) demonstrated that law- 

Washington Watch 
B Y J O H N E G G E R T O N 

Still on hold 
Senator Byron Dorgan (D- 

N.D.) last week called it 
"unforgivable" that 
nomination of Jonathan 
Adelstein (above) to the 

open FCC seat continues to 
languish, and he pledged to 
bring up the issue on the 
floor in the near future. 
Dorgan used the opportunity 
of a Senate Commerce 

Committee hearing on 

broadband deployment to 
say that he believes the FCC 

needs "a full complement of 
commissioners" to deal with 
the important decisions 
before it. 

makers face the same 

difficulty settling many inter- 

industry disputes that FCC 

officials have faced. 

"Hopefully, we can 

improve the bill after hearing 

from all affected parties," 

said Tauzin spokesman Ken 

Johnson. 

ERGEN'S LAST STAND 

With the FCC commissioners 

expected to make a decision 

on the EchoStar/DirecTV 
merger within the next several 

weeks, EchoStar Chairman 

Charlie Ergen is expected to 
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make a last -ditch effort to 
please regulators. FCC 

sources confirm that the com- 

missioners have received a 

staff recommendation report- 

edly nixing the deal. 

The Justice Department 

staff came to a similar conclu- 
sion two weeks ago, according 

to published reports. 

HUNDT PITCHES 

BROADBAND SUBSIDY 
Former FCC Chairman Reed 

Hundt told the Senate 

Commerce Committee last 

week that the government 

needs to step in to subsidize 

the broadband rollout. Just as 

Herbert Hoover stepped in to 
build roads to drive the adop- 

tion of the automobile, he 

said, the government needs to 

step in to help subsidize the 

underlying broadband 

network. Hundt, now a part- 

ner in consulting firm McKin- 
sey & Co., said a subsidy 

would represent a fraction of 
federal spending on roads. 

Committee Chairman 
Ernest Hollings (D -S.C.) 

asked Hundt whether he 

would fund that subsidy with 
spectrum auctions. Hundt 
was noncommittal, saying he 

would "defer" to Hollings. 

'THE TORCH' PASSES 

Broadcasters will shed few 

tears at Sen. Robert Torricelli's 

decision to drop a bid to 

retain his New Jersey seat. He 
was a key proponent of 
campaign -reform legislation 

that would have drastically 

discounted the rate stations 

can charge federal candidates 

for ad time. 

A Torricelli- authored 

amendment passed the Senate 

in 2001 but was defeated in 
the House early this year. 

Without "The Torch" to carry 

the torch for the amendment, 

its future appears doubtful. 

NAB PAINTS 

RADIO RAINBOWS 

Just a week after the FCC 

launched a sweeping review of 
media -ownership rules, the 

NAB said it will hire a media - 

relations firm to pitch the 

nation on the bright side of 
radio ownership. It may even 

have some new ammunition 

in the FCC's just released 

ownership studies (see Top of 
the Week). The reportedly 

$250,000 campaign will be 

aimed at countering industry 

critics who say consolidation 

has put radio in the hands of a 

few corporate giants 

interested only in promoting a 

handful of megastar pop acts. 

The NAB campaign will 
point out that there is more 

diversity than there was five 

years ago, citing more 

Hispanic radio and more sub - 

formats such as alternative 

rock. The campaign also will 
note that there remain more 

than 4,000 radio owners vs. 

roughly 400 newspaper own- 

ers and five major record 

labels. 

"We thought it was time to 

engage in counter arguments 

on the industry's behalf," 

explained NAB spokesman 

Dennis Wharton. 



Bob Miron is a company man; his entire career- begin- 
ning in 19 F, -has been with the Newhouse organization, 
first in rac:io and broadcast TV and then in cable. 

But he's a so an industry man. He's been a member of the 
NCTA board since 1983 and served as chairman twice, in 

1989 and ".997. He is also on the boards of C -SPAN and 

the Walter Kaitz Foundation and is a former board mem- 

ber of Cable in the Classroom. 

As the chairman /C0 of Advance /Newhouse 
Communications, he's overseeing the company's reemer- 

gence in cable by reclaiming systems from its joint ven- 

ture with Time Warner. When the deal closes later this 
year, Advance /Newhouse will have clusters of systems in 

several markets, including central Florida and the Tampa 

Bay, comprising about 2.1 million subscribers. 

Miron began his career during his senior year at Syracuse 

University, landing a job at Newhouse's WSYR- AM -FM -TV 

Syracuse. He started in sales and later performed a variety 
of jobs at the Newhouse stations before being named 

operations manager for the company's new cable division 
in 1966. 

He became executive vice president in 1974, with respon- 

sibility for the broadcasting and cable operations. The 

cable side took on his full attention after Newhouse sold 

its broadcast stations during the 1980s. 

In 1994, Newhouse formed Advance /Newhouse, a joint 
venture with Time Warner, to operate its cable systems. 
Newhouse, Miron says, was not a well -clustered MSO. 

We didn't want to exit the business and Time Warner was 

a natural joint venture partner because their systems 
were all around ours." 

This year Advance /Newhouse decided it wanted to go on 

its own and took advantage of the joint venture's exit 

clause to set up a privately -held corporation. 

"I guess what I'm proudest of is helping lead the cable 
industry toward establishing customer service standards, 
toward recognizing the importance of our customers, our 
employees and our communities." 
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Technology 

Keeping streams flowing 
Digital Fountain helps expedite massive content files' delivery 

By Ken Kerschbaumer 
S[reaming -technology company Digi- 
tal Fountain has improved its Trans- 

porter Fountain product to better 
meet the needs of media companies that 
use it for transferring large content and 
data files. The product is designed to help 
speed the transfer of large files without ad- 
ditional bandwidth. 

"Getting more bandwidth is like adding 

Eighteen months later, meeting con- 
sumer demand is the least of the problems 
with streaming. Security issues have pretty 
much restrained demand because there is 

little content to demand. As a result, stu- 
dios aren't looking to Digital Fountain to 
solve external problems; instead, the focus 
is on solving internal problems like moving 
gigabits of video, audio and data files 

through data pipes designed for megabits. 

_. sAA!!.!/tR- 

Disney and Warner Bros. are u 
Digital Fountain's Transporter Fountain. 

another lane on the highway," says Digital 
Fountain President/CEO Clifford Meltzer. 
"It means more cars can go 65 mph, but, 
if there's a radar trap every mile, having 
more lanes doesn't help you go faster." 

The new developments also point to the 
company's change in business strategy. Digi- 

tal Fountain officially launched at the end of 
2000, just as the sun was setting on round 
one of the consumer streaming experience. 
Its product was seen as a way to deal with 
consumer demand for streams by helping 
eliminate the bad experiences of consumers 
unable to access the content. If movie and 
television studios wanted to reach hundreds 
of thousands of streaming users, the Digital 
Fountain system was a solution. 
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Currently, the main application of the 
technology is sending digital dailies back to 
a studio or to a post- production facility via 

Internet or intranet instead of by courier. 
But the technology can be extended to tra- 
ditional broadcast organizations as well. 
Syndicators and centralized station groups 
can also use the system to move content via 

satellite or broadband connection. 
Meltzer says the challenge facing broad- 

casters and other media companies is the 
cost of a dedicated line for transmission of 
large amounts of data. A dedicated TI line 

that can send data at 10 Mb /s may cost 
$10,000 per month. But a shared line with 
a data rate from 2 Mb /s to 10 Mb /s burst - 
able can cut that to $2,500. 

" lpically, the studios are buying into 
burstable -type bandwidth," says Meltzer. 
"They don't want a committed 10 Mb /s 
because they don't need that much band- 
width all the time." 

That's where Digital Fountain's technol- 
ogy- already being used by Disney and 
Warner Bros. as well as by post- production 
facilities -comes in. Based on the com- 
pany's Meta -Content concept, it separates 
the content file into data packets, which 
are then sent over the connection to the 
Digital Fountain receiver. 

The key is that the receiver does not need 
to receive the packets in a specific order; it 
just needs to receive them, in any sequence, 
to re- create the file. This approach removes 

the headaches related to packet loss or de- 
lay, allowing the packets to be sent much 
more quickly before they are reassembled. 

"Latency has no impact on us, and our 
degradation in terms of performance is linear 

with the amount of loss," says Meltzer. For 
example, a 1% packet loss results in a trans- 

mission time that is lengthened by only 1%. 
"If you give someone the ability to accel- 

erate delivery but it varies in reliability, they 
can't use it," he adds. "So what we bring is 

predictability to the data and then acceler- 

ate it while maintaining predictability." 

Transporter Fountain 2.0's ability to link 
with two or more Transporter Fountains to 
deliver content to a single receiver unit 
gives the system a redundancy helpful in 

dealing with a transportation medium as 

susceptible to hiccups and burps as broad- 
band, Ti or even T3 lines. 

Another new feature is tunable rate con- 
trol and bandwidth cap. Digital Fountain 
Director of Product Marketing Mahal Mo- 

han says it allows the user to set the amount 
of bandwidth used so that data transfers 
don't affect other wide -area network traffic 
on the same connection. 

__J 
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The Broadband Multimedia Router is designed 
to protect digital cable services. 

Big AT &T 
sale for 
BigBand 
To be deployed in Atlanta 
system, broadband router 
provides instant backup 

By Ken Kerschbaumer 

rgBand Networks has sold its Broad- 

band Multimedia -Service Router to 

AT!' Broadband for use in the ca- 

ble operator's Atlanta cable system. The 

BMR will be the first to use BigBand's lat- 

est enhancement: self- healing redundancy. 

"Self -healing redundancy means we can 

protect digital cable services," says Big - 

Band President and CEO Amir Bassan - 

Eskenazi. "If the feed is of a large pay -per- 

view event and the signal is lost, that could 

mean hundreds of thousands of dollars 

that get placed in the `cops' category." 

The redundancy feature allows a remote 

backup headend to sit on the same Gigabit 

Ethernet connection as the first headend. 

If there is a problem, ranging from a single 

Technology 

program to a failure of multiple channels, 

the BMR is designed to draw from the 

backup source instantaneously. 

"This type of technology is important 
today," says Bassan- Eskenazi, "because, as 

HD and VOD crunch the cable network, 

this approach is needed to turn cable from 

a transmission medium to a true, sophisti- 

cated, smart network." 

The installation in Atlanta will serve the 

system's 1.2 million customers, approxi- 

mately 30% of which are digital sub- 

scribers. The BMR router sits on the edge 

of the cable operator's network. Continu- 

ing to move closer to the home, the edge is 

defined as the place in the system where 

the operator last has control over the signal 

before it is sent to the subscriber. A few 

years back, the edge would have been the 

cable headend. Today, the edge is the hubs 

between the headend and the subscriber. 

"You're going to see all digital applica- 

tions move closer to the hubs, closer to the 

consumer," says Bassan- Eskenazi. 

Those digital applications include groom- 

ing of digital and HDTV signals (grooming 

allows better allocation of bandwidth among 

channels), ad insertion, VOD, PVR func- 

tions and interactive television. The software 

and hardware to handle those services, avail- 

able as optional modules, can be brought 

onto the BMR as needed. AT &T Broad- 

band will deploy the broadcast grooming 

and ad- insertion modules in Atlanta. 

"They'll use the ad- insertion module to 

separate their network into 13 different 

zones for local advertising," says Bassan - 

Eskenazi. "That's important for AT &T or 

any other cable operator because that's a 

source of revenue that will grow as more 

and more programs move from the analog 

to digital services." 

In the field, the BMR can load multiple 

service applications, with cost depending 

on number of customers (or, in the case of 

interactive applications, number of ses- 

sions). It typically costs between $50,000 

and $100,000. 

The HD grooming application holds 

particular promise for cable operators, 

whose bandwidth demands require intelli- 

gent management of the system's overall 

bandwidth. "Our grooming application 

enables statistical multiplexing so that more 

feeds can be placed on the same pipe," 

Bassan- Eskenazi explains. "If we need to, 

we can combine SD and HD on the same 

6 -MHz signal, basically figuring out how to 

pack those packets into a 6 -MHz envelope 

so they get to the set -top at the home in a 

way that can be decoded." 

Bandwidth is a zero-sum game, he adds, 

and, with HD and VOD services looming 

in force, management will be crucial to 

adding more content. "There could be a 

shelf -space issue some day" with respect to 

bandwidth and opportunities for program- 

mers to expand services. 

The key to the BMR system, he believes, 

is its "pay -as- you -go" feature. "Cable oper- 

ators cannot or will not prepay for func- 

tionality they don't use now to help create 

cash flow. We enable them to do that." 
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Technology 

SportsNet's fresh look 
Fifth year begins with new 
graphics, preparations for HD 

By Ken Kerschbaumer 

Coutcast SportsNet is kicking off its 

fifth anniversary this week with a 

new graphic look and new studios, 
all part of a birthday celebration that will 

culminate next January with the launch of 
Comcast SportsNet HD. 

"We've used the same graphics and music 

for five years. It was dated and needed to be 
refreshed," says President and CEO Jack 
Williams. "When we came on the air, we 
wanted to be ahead of our time, and what 
we're hoping is that our new graphics pack- 
ages will help us do that again." 

Philadelphia graphics and post- produc- 
tion facility Shooters helped with the design. 

The network also has three new sets and 
a fourth under construction. Studio pro- 
ductions won't be part of the network's ini- 

Updated graphics are designed to be used for 
both standard- and high -def broadcasts. 

tial HD efforts, which will offer more than 
200 events in high -definition in the first 
year (100 games each for the Philadelphia 
and Baltimore markets). 

"The move to HD is coming along," he 
says. "We're on schedule for a mid- to late - 
January launch." 

A new production truck will feature 11 

HDTV cameras and will also be capable of 
producing 5.1- channel surround mixes of 
the action. An AMS Neve Libra Live Series 

II console will he rased for those duties. 

Tech Emmys awarded 
The National Academy of Television Arts 

and Sciences presented the 2001 -02 Sci- 

entific Development and Technological 
Achievement Emmy Awards at a 

ceremony held at New York's Marriott 
Marquis hotel last Wednesday. The event 
drew only about 500 people but 
managed to provide a few laughs and 

plenty of information on the 
development of the SkyCam. The 

honorees: CBS, for development and 

standardization of the alignment color - 
bar test signal for television picture 
monitors; Panasonic Matsushita Electric 
Industrial Co. Ltd., for development of a 

practical variable -frame -rate video- acquisition camera system that enables under- and 
over -cranking; Fujitsu General America, Donald L. Bitzer, H. Gene Slottow and Robert H. 

Willson, for development of plasma displays; Royal Philips Electronic and Thomson, for 
development and commercialization of the 16:9 aspect ratio; Garrett Brown and CF 

InFlight LLP, for development of remote -controlled cable -suspended moving- camera- 
platform technology; Proximity Corp., for software for managing graphical assets for 
broadcast; and Motorola and Thomson, for development of the consumer digital set -top 
box for satellite and /or cable. -Ken Kerschbaumer 

Henry Mahler (l), who developed CBS's 
color -bar test signal, receives the Emmy 
from NATAS President Peter O. Price. 
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BROADCASTING & CABLE SPECIAL REPORT 

Cable . 

Hot 
Programs 
Broadcasting & Cable's upcoming special report 
takes an inside look at the top "hot" cable programs 
that are helping the various cable networks stand 
out in the crowd. We'll break the report out by cable 
network and look at which show is a network's current 
signature program and examine what makes for a 

"hot" show. We'll also take a peek at which shows 
are on the cusp of being the next audience craze. 
Viewers watch programs and programs help create 
a personality for a network. Be sure to showcase 
your "Hot" show in Broadcasting & Cable's upcoming 
exclusive special report . 
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No dropping ase 
The media has been fille, with 

reports of a boardroom c.up (with 

Ted Turner as one of the 'nglead- 

ers) under way at AOL Ti e 

Warner that would have 'teve Case 

(above) dumped as chair an of 

the company he helped reate. 

But Case was showing no visi- 

ble signs of stress last eek, as 

he fielded questions at he Gold- 

man Sachs media confer- nce. He 

even said the "right rot.: for me 

is to be more active no than in 

the past." He said he sers himself 

as a "partner" with CEO r'ck Par- 

sons. 

No mention of Turner 

although earlier at the 

ference Disney CEO Mic 

Eisner praised him for h 

spirit" and "fantastic jo 

inventing the cable new 

business. 

by Case, 

on- 

ael 

's "keen 

b" of 

People A C E T I M E 

Karmazin mum 
The Wall Street crowd attending 
a Q &A session with Viacom C00 
Mel Karmazin (below) at 
Goldman Sachs's media confer- 
ence last week wanted to know 
what the odds were that he 

would re -up his contract, set to 
expire at the end of this year. 

It's no secret that Karmazin 

Danson, Wolf kudos 
Ted Danson (second from I), former star of Cheers and current star 

of CBS's Becker, and Dick Wolf (second from r), creator of NBC's 

highly successful Law & Order franchise, were honored in Beverly 

Hills, Calif., Sept. 30 by the Museum of Television and Radio for 

"significantly contributing to the development of quality prime - 

time entertainment." Flanking Danson and Wolf above are 

museum President Bob Batscha (I) and Chairman Frank Bennack. 

Wolf, who hit it big with 1984's Miami Vice, told the audience that 

he was driven to crime dramas when he received horrible reviews for 

a comedy he worked on. Danson, after a warm introduction by wife 

Mary Steenburgen, jokingly asked, "Isn't there a plaque or some- 

thing?" and went on to thank a long list of supporters. 

has locked horns with CEO 

Sumner Redstone more than 
once over the past two years. 

But Karmazin wouldn't give 
much away. With or without 
him, he said, "the company 
would continue to do well. 
Don't place a bet based on one 

individual," he added, "because 

that person may go and get on 

the wrong airplane." 

MEDI 
1) Having done away 

with Jerry Levin, Ted 

Turner now plans to 
whack: 

BIZ QUI 

A) Paulie Walnuts 

B) Ralph Cifaretto 

C) Silvio Dante 

D) Steve Case 

2. The FCC 

commissioned a dozen 

studies on the effect of 
deregulation on radio 

and television since 

1996. Among their 
stated conclusions: 

A) The FCC pays far more 

than $1 per word. 

B) Radio playlists and 

television programming 

are actually more diverse. 

C) "Dangerously too many 

versions of Law & Order 

since deregulation." 

D) "The own -price elastic- 

ity for television is 

-0.7960." 
E) B and D 

Pautie may have a 

bigger problem than 
Tony Soprano. 

3. CBS is going to make 

the hit film My Big Fat 

Greek Wedding into a 

television series with 
one significant change: 

A) John Corbett, the love 

interest, won't star in the 

TV show. 

B) Nia Vardalos will be 

replaced by someone a 

"little less Greek - 

looking." 

SPONSORED BY 

C.) The show will be reti- 

tled "Who Wants to Marry 

a Big Fat Greek Gal ?" 

D) Jerry Van Dyke will be 

cast as a next -door neigh- 

bor who's in the Witness 

Protection Program. 
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BROADCIbi 

The National Academy 
of Television Arts and Sciences 

New York Chapter 

I 

A new series of one -on -one interview with television's most influential people 
Tuesday, Oct. 15, 2002 

Executive Producers: Jerry Romano and Shelly Palmer 

Guest: Don Hewitt, 
Creator and Executive Producer 
of "60 Minutes" 

Host / I n te ry i ewer: P.J. Bednarski, Editor, Broadcasting & Cable Magazine 

Doors open at: 6 p.m. 
The 60- minute interview with the creator of "60 Minutes" begins at 6:30 

Where: The Lambs Theater, 130 West 44th Street, bet. 6th and 7th 

Fee: $10 for NATAS and NYWIFT members 
Non -members $20 ($10 if you join at the door) 

Free to full -time students 

For reservations please call: 
212- 459 -3630 ext. 200 or e -mail at info @nyemmys.org 

Coming in November: 
The Inside Take interviews continue with 

John Walsh, host of the newly -syndicated "John Walsh Show" 
and the long -running "America's Most Wanted." 

, .. 



Broadcast TV 

Kevin Harlan, GM, 
V'PGX( IV) and WBPC(TV) 
Panama, Fla., joins WMBD- 
TV Peoria. Ill.. as VP /GM. 

Greg McAlister, former 
president/GM, KAMC(TV) 
Lubbock, Texas, joins KLBK- 

TV Lubbock as VP /GM. 
Joel Goldberg, assistant 

news director, WNBC(TV) 
New York, named director, 

station operations, WCBS -TV 

New York. 

Programming 
At Sony Pictures Television 

International, Culver City, 

Calif.: Andy Kaplan, entertain- 
ment and media consultant, 
Los Angeles, named senior 
executive VP, international 
networks; Greg Baldwin, direc- 

tor, music marketing, MTV, 

New York, joins as VP, 

marketing and talent relations. 

Tim I. Krass, senior VP, 

affiliate sales and marketing, 
Intertainer, Culver City, Calif., 

joins Univision, Los Angeles, 

as executive VP, affiliate sales. 

Diane Herzog, director, 

publicity, NBC Enterprises, 
Burbank, Calif., promoted to 
\'P, publicity. 

People 

F A T E S& F O R T U\ I 

Toby Jaffe, independent 
feature producer, Los Angeles, 

joins MGM Pictures, Santa 
Monica, Calif., as executive 
VP, production. 

Richard Golden, Southwest 

division manager, Dallas, Para- 

mount Domestic Television, 

promoted to VP /Southwest 
regional sales manager. 

At MTV Networks, New 
York: Dawn Jones, business 
manager, affiliate sales and 
marketing, promoted to VP, 

finance, affiliate sales and 

marketing; Robyn DeMarco, 

director, programming, 
planning and scheduling, 
promoted to VP 

Radio 
At Clear Channel Radio: Chris 

Kampeier, director, 
programming, Orlando, Fla.. 

Clear Channel Radio, 
promoted to regional VP, 

programming, Central /North 
Florida trade zone; Kelly Carts, 

director, operations, Louisville, 

Ky., station cluster, named 

regional VP, programming, 
Louisville trade zone; Bob 

Kaake, director, operations, 
WNUA(FM) and WLIT -FM 

both Chicago, named regional 

Obituaries 
William D. "Bill" McCraken, Wyoming radio and 

television pioneer, died Sept. 26 after a long illness. He was 73. 

McCraken, who broke into radio at age 13 at his father's radio 

station, KFBC(AM) Cheyenne, helped build KRAL(AM) Rawlings 

and, by the mid- 1950s, was instrumental in getting Wyoming's 

first television station, KFBC -TV, on the air. 

Over the next 30 years, McCraken became VP and director of 

Frontier Broadcasting Co. and owner and operator of several radio 

and television stations, including Cheyenne's first cable company, 

Cable Colorvision, and was head of Cheyenne Newspapers Inc. 

He is survived by his wife, Marvel; two sons; and five grand- 

children. 

Howard Green, radio and television mogul, died Sept. 29 at 

the Atlantic City Medical Center. He was 72. 

Green, whose career started in New York during the 1950s, 

owned several television and radio stations on the Eastern 

seaboard, including NBC affiliate WMGM -TV Atlantic City, N.J., 

the only remaining major network affiliate in New Jersey. 

He also served as president and chairman of the board for the 

New Jersey Broadcasters Association. 

VP, programming, Chicago 
trade zone. 

Journalism 
Andrew Kirtzman, political 

reporter, NY1, New York, 

joins WCBS -TV New York, in 

the same capacity. 

At ABC News: David 

Wright, correspondent, Los 

Angeles, moves to London 
bureau; John Yang, correspon- 
dent, Washington, named 
Jerusalem correspondent; 
Barbara Pinto, correspondent, 
Washington, named Chicago 
correspondent. 

P. Llanor Alle yne 
Palleyne@cahners.com 

Fax: 646 -746 -7028 

"In choosing a Sales /Traffic system, Clear 

Channel needed a partner capable of supporting 

our aggressive growth plans, not only through 

product capabilities, but in helping us define the 

right path.VCI is that company." 

Steve Spendlove 
Vice President/General Manager, KTVX -TV 

Salt Lake City, UT 
Clear Channel Communications 

Our mission is 
*our success. Vitt 

Contact: 4 13-272-7200 
www.vcisolutions.com 

sales@vcisolutions.com 



People 

F I F T H E S T A T E R 

A news junkie at heart 
Murphy worked his way from the body -bag beat to the national scene 

As a teenager in Queens, N.Y., Jim Murphy dreamed of 
entering the diplomatic corps. But, when he was a senior 
in high school, an internship at WPIX -TV New York 
got him hooked on the TV business. 

The career could have gone either way, he recalls, and was basi- 
cally decided by the extra $1 per hour compared with a clerkship 
at the UN. That extra buck was a lot of money for a working -class 

kid in the '70s. "That's how I ended up in television," the execu- 
tive producer of CBS Evening News says with a laugh. 

Murphy has been going to college--on and off -for some 20 
years. He regrets never getting a degree -but not much. After all, 

he got the best television education achievable right in his own 
backyard: working at three New York stations in his teens and 20s. 

After his internship, WPIX -TV hired him full-time. Within six 

months, he was writing copy and shooting stories in the field. At 
PIX, he says, that wasn't unusual: Many of the writers and pro- 

ducers were in their teens and 
early 20s. "It was a place 
where, if you had any aptitude 
and willingness to learn, you 
moved around fast." 

At 21, Murphy was hired 
away by WABC -TV and, within 

a year, was producing the 6 

p.m. news. Four years after that, 

it was on to WCBS -TV and 
that station's 6 p.m. news. 

After a couple of years there 
and a decade in the business, 
the thrill of local TV news be- 

gan to wear thin. Bottom line, 
Murphy was tired of the body - 
bag beat. He wanted to be in 

network news, covering big 
national stories: "I was really 
sort of lost." 

Then, in early 1988, he and 
movie critic Gene Siskel were 
stranded at the airport trying 

to get a flight to Chicago. They 

didn't know each other but 
struck up a conversation. 
Turned out Siskel's wife was a 

veteran of the New York TV- 

news wars. The upshot: Mur- 
phy was hired as a producer on 

Siskel & Ebert at the Movies. 

It wasn't exactly network 
news. But the pay was good, 
and it was a ticket out of local 

news. "It was a cushy job," 
says Murphy. But he learned a 

lot about TV production. He 
had been "the young idealistic 
news boy. There, I learned that 

television and the way it's pre- 

sented is really important to 
television viewers." 

Deep down, though, Mur- 
phy is a news junkie at heart, 
and Siskel & Ebert proved frus- 

trating. Meanwhile, he and his 
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Jim Murphy 
Executive producer, 
CBS Evening News 

B. July 26, 1960, Queens, 

N.Y.; desk assistant, producer 

and news writer, WPIX -TV New 

York, 1977 -81; producer, Eye- 

witness News, WABC -TV New 

York, 1981 -86; producer, 

WCBS -PI New York, 1986 -88; 
supervising producer, Siskel & 

Ebert at the Movies, 1988 -93; 
senior broadcast producer and 

then executive producer, CBS 

This Morning, 1993 -97; senior 
broadcast producer, 48 Hours, 

1997 -99; senior broadcast 

producer, CBS Evening News, 

1999; current position since 

January 2000; m. Adrienne 

Barr, May 18, 1986; children: 
Liam (9), Tea (2) 

wife, Adrienne, had been told 
by doctors that they couldn't 
have kids. So they decided to 
head back to New York to 
make a fresh start. On Mur- 
phy's last day at the Siskel & 
Ebert show, however, they 

learned they were going to be 
parents. 

They might have stayed in 

Chicago, Murphy says, but he 

had landed his dreamed -of 
network gig -sort of. 

CBS had offered him a job 
as segment producer on CBS 

This Morning. It wasn't exactly 

what he had in mind, but 
then -CBS News President Eric 
Ober convinced him it would 
lead to other opportunities. A 

year later, he was named exec- 

utive producer. For three -plus 

years, he worked hard trying 
to turn the broadcast around, 
like legions of producers 
before him. 

In 1997, Murphy shifted to 

48 Hours and, in May 1999, be- 

came a supervising producer 
at the flagship Evening News 

broadcast. Eight months later, 

he was named executive pro- 

ducer, a job he never thought 
he'd get because he wasn't a 

"lifer" working his way up 
through the Evening News 
ranks. 

He has extended his con- 

tract to 2006. After that, who 
knows? He's convinced that 
the network "is in the best 
shape it's been in in my adult 
life." It's just a matter of time, 

he believes, before the stations 
give the Evening News the 
lead -in it needs to be competi- 
tive in the ratings. 

He says he wants to be 
executive producer of Evening 

News as long as Dan Rather is 

in the anchor seat. And Rather 
is only 70, a spring chicken by 

CBS standards. 
-Steve McClellan 



Televisiogill 
CREATIVE IRVICES 

DIRECTOR OF CREATIVE SERVICES 
KGO -TV Channel 7, an ABC owned station, is 
seeking a dynamic and experienced marketing 
professional to manage its Creative Services 
Department. Will be responsible for the design, 
planning and implementation of all marketing 
efforts including on -air promotion and outside 
media, as well as provide leadership to team of 
on -air producers and graphic artists. Candidates 
must have a proven track record in managing a 
creative or marketing department. Must have 
experience in media planning and audience 
research. Strong marketing, communication and 
leadership skills with a background in linear and 
non -linear editing and postproduction is desired. 
Send resume, cover letter and tape to: 
KGO -TV / ABC 7 
900 Front Street 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
Attn: Human Resources 
EOE 

NEWS GRAPHIC DESIGNERS 
Come knock our socks off! CBS Atlanta is look- 
ing for two (1FT &IPT) hot shot graphic artists 
with broadcast experience. Work your magic on 
still and animated news graphics, promotional 
spots and web design Must be comfortable with 
fast paced work environment, highly organized 
and able to meet tight deadlines. Must be profi- 
cient in Photoshop, Illustrator and After Effects. 
Quantel Hal/Paintbox experience a plus. Please 
rush reel resume and salary history to: 
CBS ATLANTA 
425 14th Street NW 
Atlanta GA 30318 
404 -325 -4646 
Angela Rucker HR 
Fax 404- 327 -3075 

GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
Opportunity for an experienced broadcast 
designer at one of the nation's most honored and 
respected television stations, WFAA -TV. Work 
closely with WFAA's Creative Services team of 
award winning artists, producers, and editors to 
produce quality graphics for both on -air and off. 
Primary responsibilities include design, anima- 
tion & production support for news, promotion, 
and programming using Quantel Hal, AfterFX & 

Photoshop. Other opportunities include set 
design, print, & art direction for film. Design 
degree preferred with at least 4 years of broad- 
cast experience. EOE 
Send reel and resume to: 
Ben Day, 
do Human Resources 
WFAA -TV Creative Services 
606 Young St. 
Dallas, TX 75202 

Classifieds 
EXECUTIVEC A REERS 

PRESIDENT AND CEO 
WTVI -TV 

THE CHARLOTTE -MECKLENBURG PUBLIC BROADCASTING AUTHORITY 

The WTVI Board of Directors seeks a dynamic and energetic leader to serve as its President and CEO. 

WTVI is the only community-owned public television station in the Carolinas. It has a long history of high 

quality community service in the greater Charlotte region. The Charlotte -Mecklenburg region is one of the 

fastest growing areas in the United States and the second largest financial center in America. The station 
has completed its digital transition and is on the air with its new digital transmitter, Channel 11, and full 

HD /SD local production facilities. The President and CEO will be responsible for maximizing the potential 
of the digital facilities. 
Candidates should have the ability to work collaboratively with all current and potential partners. The posi- 

tion requires the ability to work effectively with the WTVI staff, Board of Directors, and County government 

staff and elected officials. Maintaining good local corporate relationships is also critical to the success of 

the station. 
WTVI is looking for a senior executive, preferably working in the broadcasting business. A minimum of 

seven years in a top executive position is required. Candidates must also have a minimum of a Bachelor's 
Degree, and a Master's Degree is encouraged. Candidates must have above average team -building skills. 

Applications should include: (1) a narrative letter describing how the candidates ability and experience 
qualify him/her for the position. (2) the candidate's vision of public television over the next five years, and 

(3) a detailed but not excessively long resume. Candidates selected for interviews will be contacted, and 

professional references will be required at that time. 
WTVI is an Equal Opportunity Employer. This position offers a competitive compensation package with 

excellent benefits. Applicants are encouraged to apply by October 31, 2002. All applications should be 

sent to: WTVI Search Committee, 3242 Commonwealth Avenue, Charlotte, NC 28205. 

TSALESCAPEERS 

SALES MANAGER 
Sales Manager, Latin America Broadcast for 
mftr of electronics & communications eqmt 
located in Miami, FL. Responsible for dvlpg 
direct sales, channel mgmt & product dvlpmt on 
assigned territory. Responsible for all sales 
activities related to Harris products, incl specif- 
ic accts & working as a team to identify busi- 
ness opportunities & dvlp strategies & tactics to 
pursue & close orders. Build relationships & 

maintain contact w /specific customers to dvlp 
long -term assoc's. Activities will range from 
dvlpg sales thru product technical & sales pre- 
sentations to direct business relationship w /end 
customers. Responsible for increasing revenue 
& effectively build new accts along w /successful 
track record of meeting & exceeding 'quotas" 
w /ability to close large multimillionaire contracts. 
He /she will be responsible to grasp new selling 
techniques & technologies. To provide clear, 
concise & technical info & support to our broad- 
cast distribution channels around territory. 
He /she will be responsible for research/analyze 
customer reqmts & ensure that product features 
meet customers' delivery sched/qlty std. The 
Latin America Broadcast Sales Manager must 
establish relationships w /major broadcast accts 
in Region, he /she will be responsible for applica- 
tion of digital radio & TV transmission systems, 
incl Harris Sigma, Diamond, Platinum, DX & 

Gates product lines. Responsible for application 
of SNMP -based mgmt systems incl dsgn & 
implmtn. Reqmts: Bach or equiv in Electrical 
Engg. 6 yrs exp in job off or 6 yrs exp in engg 
field position or broadcast related areas. Will 
consider applicants w /any suitable combo of 
education, training or exp. Respond to: Mr. Ken 
Okamoto, HR Director, Harris Corp /BCD, 4393 
Digital Way, Mason, OH 45050 -7604. 

VISIT www.broadcastingcable.com 

SALES MANAGER 
Opportunity for successful sales person to move 
into management. Single station market. 
Aggressive sales staff with great tract record. 
Salary plus commission/bonus plan. Benefits/401 K 
Minimum 3 yrs. Television sales. Resume to: 
Roger Sheppard, 
WTAP, One Television Plaza, 
Parkersburg, WV 26101 
Fax: 304-422-3920 
gm @wtap.com 
eeoc. Women & minorities are urged to apply. 
No phone calls please. 

NATIONAL ACCOUNT SALES 
MANAGER 

Successful, growing, leading distributor of 
computer peripheral and specialty CE products 
requires a high quality sales professional. 10+ 
years of sales mgmt experience required. 
Position includes mgmt of direct outside sales 
people, independent sales reps and inside 
sales support staff. You will be responsible for 
our largest and most strategic customers, 
which include the country's largest CE retail- 
ers. Position located in Northeast with 60% 
travel expected. Send resume in confidence 
to: kbparkerereedbusiness.com OR send to: 
#Box 0930, Broadcasting & Cable K. Parker, 
275 Washington St., 4th FIr.,Newton, MA 
02458 EOE /MF /DN. 

FRESH START - NEW CHALLENGE! 

50 MAJOR MEDIA COMPANIES 

OVER 100 POSITIONS AVAILABLE 

www- fvleuiaHeu uitui.cuin 
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TetevISIO 
SALES 

LOCAL SALES MANAGER 
KOIN -TV, a division of Emmis Communications, is 
looking fora dynamic person to lead our local sales 
efforts in Portland, Oregon. Our successful candi- 
date must have 2 -3 years of television broadcast 
selling experience. Must have excellent leadership 
skills as well as problem solving, decision making 
and organizational skills, and be able to work effec- 
tively with staff and clients while directly managing 
a sales team. This key position reports to the 
General Sales Manager. Please apply on line 
at: http: / /emmis.wfrecruiter.com (see Local Sales 
Manager job), or send cover letter & resume to: 
Local Sales Manager Search 
KOIN -TV 
222 SW Columbia 
Portland, OR 97201 

NEWS, -;Frrr° 

KEPT -TV seeks F/T Television Reporter. Min 

one yr. on -air exp. at commercial TV Station 
req. No beginners. Send resume and non- 

returnable tape to: KEYT -TV. Sandy Shields, 

730 Miramonte Dr. Santa Barbara, CA 

93109. NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE. E.O.E. 

W W W.MEDIALANDJOBS.COM 
We are the #1 site for TV job listings. 

Anchor, Reporter, Meteorologist, Producer, 

Photojournalism, Sports, Sales 

and Entry Level. 

ASSIGNMENT EDITOR (JOB #200AE): 
WBNS 10TV has an immediate opening for an 
Assignment Editor. This is a great spot news 
market, but we need someone to go beyond the 
headlines to find the stories that make a differ- 
ence. Previous news experience and assertive 
news gathering skills required. Prior assignment 
desk experience preferred. Excellent communi- 
cation skills and organizational skills and the 
ability to function effectively under extreme 
deadline pressure are a must. Knowledge of the 
region a plus. Qualified candidates should send 
cover letter and resume to: WBNS -TV, Attn: 
Human Resources Job #200AE, 770 Twin Rivers 
Drive. Columbus, OH 43215. WBNS is an Equal 
Opportunity Employer. We are a smoke and drug 
free workplace. 

Classifieds 

DIRECTOR( 

NBC is seeking a dynamic program leader to 
head distribution systems projects. 

DIRECTOR, Affiliate Projects 
Your focus will be to implement distribution systems at NBC and its related 
properties including cable and broadcast facilities. Specifically, you'll create 
short and long -range project plans and then ensure success by managing their 
implementation. 

This high profile, leadership role requires a BSEE, extensive broadcast and /or cable 
project management experience with a significant record of achievement and in 

depth knowledge of broadcast & cable delivery systems and video compression 
technologies. You must be capable of developing creative solutions to complex 
problems, organized and be comfortable creating/managing budgets and 
performing financial analyses. Effective communication and team building skills 

are also essential; experience in terrestrial data connectivity, networks and satellite 
delivery is ideal. 

We have created a compensation package designed to attract Broadcasting's best. 

For consideration, please send your resume to Amelia.Lorenzo @nbc.com 
or fax 212 -664 -5761. We regret that we will only be able to 
respond to applicants whose backgrounds most closely 
match our requirements. 

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE. An EOE/M/F /DN. 

r 
DIRECTOR/TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 

KSBY 6, the NBC affiliate for the Central 
Coast of California, has an immediate open- 
ing for a creative and ambitious individual to 
punch and call it's number one rated morning 
show. The successful candidate must be self - 
motivated and eager to meet new challenges. 
You must have 2 -3 years experience directing 
a tight, clean daily newscast. Non -linear edit- 
ing skills a plus. If you fit the description, rush 
your resume to Brandon Downing, News 
Production Supervisor, KSBY -TV /M 1772 
Calle Joaquin, San Luis Obispo, CA 93405- 
7210. NO PHONE CALLS, PLEASE. EOE. 

PRODUCER 

TOPICAL WRITER /PRODUCER: 
WESH -TV. Orlando's NBC affiliate and #1 televi- 
sion station in the 20th market is looking for a 
topical writer producer. The winning candidate 
will work with the news department to create 
compelling teases and prime -time topicals. You 
must be willing to work afternoons and evenings. 
Writing and editing skills a must, shooting skills 
a plus. This is a one of a kind opportunity to work 
at a premiere station with great people in a 
respectful and fun environment in sunny Florida. 
WESH TV is a Hearst -Argyle television station. 
Interested persons should rush their resume and 
reel to Suzanne Grethen. WESH TV Creative 
Services Director. 1021 North Wymore Road, 
Winter Park, FL 32789. An Equal Opportunity 
Employer. No phone calls please. 
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TV NEWS PRODUCER 
Match your passion for producing with a unique 
challenge. You know the job. Now bring leader- 
ship, creativity, innovation, fresh ideas, and hard 
work to a team and product that can be the best. 
Rare opportunity, great staff and workplace with 
all the tools and support to excel in producing a 
morning newscast viewers can't afford to miss. 
Show us your tape and resume and tell us how 
you'd do it. News Director, WISH -TV, 1950 North 
Meridian Street, Indianapolis, IN 46202 EOE M/F 

rie.tl9tloliill0sl1.I.e0e 

PROMOTIONCAREERí 

PROMOTION WRITER /PRODUCER 
Come grow with us! Atlanta's CBS affiliate is 
searching for an aggressive, hard working 
producer with strong writing skills. Must be 
successful in working in a fast -paced envi- 
ronment. Meeting tight deadlines is a must. 
Ideal candidate has 2+ years experience with 
a keen understanding of promotion and 
branding. Non -linear editing a big plus. Rush 
your vhs tape and resume to: 
CBS ATLANTA 
425 14th Street NW 
Atlanta, GA 30318 
404 -325 -4646 
Angela Rucker H.R 
Fax 404 -327 -3075 

Allied Fields 
EMPLOYMENT 

L'A'S_ S 
Radio & TV Jobs in the Beautiful Northwest! 
Washington State Association of Broadcasters 
Job Bank. 

Phone: 360-705-0774 Fax: 360-705-0873 
www.wsab.org 

- 

M 

)- 



SITUA TIONS WANTED 

SITUATION WANTED 

NYC TV Anchor /Reporter 

Local and Network experience. Emmy winner. 

Will relocate. 

Call: Jeff (212) 692 -8647 

Email: jeffreyweiser17 @hotmail.com 

SITUATION WANTED 

Master Control/Video Tape Op. 
11 yrs exp. FCC License. 

Anxious and willing to relocate. 
Call: Mary 206 -612 -0667 or 

Email: webmaster @weather.org 

LOOKING FOR AN INTERIM GM? 
Group and GM experience in large and 

small markets. 
Both Radio and Television. 

Quickly identity revenue and 
expense opportunities! 

Paul J. Cassidy 
972 -403 -9600 

Classifieds 

FORSALEEQUIPMENT 

FOR SALE SCA CAR RADIOS 
THE BEST QUALITY 

SCA CAR RADIOS 
CLEAR RECEPTION 
ASK FOR A SAMPLE 

212 -244 -1140 

STATIONS NTFl1 

Absolute Integrity. Major Market Pro 

seeks Southern California GM /GSM position 

Medium market okay. 

Confidential response to 

Absolute -Integrity@ prodigy.net. 

wwwrbroadcastingcable,com 

FACULTYCAREERS 

SALES AND MANAGEMENT 
PROFESSOR: 

The William Allen White School of Journalism and 
Mass Communications at the University of 
Kansas seeks a teacher of media sales and man- 
agement to join its faculty in August 2003 as a 

tenure track assistant professor. 
Duties: Teach required courses in media sales 
and management in a cross -media curriculum; 
advise and mentor students; conduct research in 

area of emphasis, perform service to profession 
and academy. 
Required qualifications: Master's degree, at least 
5 years experience in U. S. media, demonstrated 
ability to teach in a college or professional setting, 
and to perform scholarly or applied research. 
Preferred qualifications: Ph. D., additional teach- 
ing experience, and broadcast experience. For 
position description and to apply, contact Mary 
Wallace, School of Journalism, University of 
Kansas, 200 Stauffer -Flint Hall, 1435 Jayhawk 
Blvd., Lawrence, KS 66045 -7575, or mwal- 
laceUku.edu, or fax: 785 -864 5318. A completed 
application includes a letter specifically address- 
ing your interest in and qualifications for the posi- 
tion, and a vita with 3 listed references who can 
comment on your qualifications for it. 

Deadline: First priority will be given to applications 
received by November 1, 2002. Interview dates: 
November. Appointment contingent upon funding. 
An EO / AA employer. 

Professional Cards & Services 
du Treil, Consulting 

Lundin & Engineers 

Rackley, Inc. 
Sarasota, Florida 

941.329.6000 WM. W.111.R.COM 

Member Ali , I: 

John F.X. Browne 
& Associates 

A P,oiess,onal C,rporation 
Member AF, CE 

11HOADCAST/T ELECOMMUNICATION' 
.< xnhela Hills. MI Washuglon 
8 6426226 (TEL) 20229t1.' 

-te 642 6027 (FAX) 202 Ja .. 

www.jtxb.com 

CARL E. SMITH 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
AM FM TV Engineering Consultants 

..umplete Tower and Rigging Services 
"Seining the broadcast industry 

for over 60 years' 

Box 807 Bath, Ohio 44210 
(3301659 -1440 

Munn -Reese, Inc. 
Broadcast Engineering Consultants 

P.O. Box 220 
Coldwater, Michigan 49036 

Phone: 517-278-7339 
Fax: 517- 278 -6973 

www.munn-reese.com 

CARL T. JONES 
CORPORATION 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
7901 Yarnwood Court 

Springficld,Virginia 22153 
Cot) S69 -Ili fax (703) 509f41' 
MEM81 e V (CE IMICCO[nm 
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Editorials 
COMMITTED TO THE FIRST AMENDMENT 

You copy? 
Boston -based consulting firm Viant estimates that 400,000 to 600,000 movies are illegally 
downloaded every day. Despite record box -office takes, Hollywood is frightened by those 

figures, as it should be. That's why MPAA was quick to criticize a pair of bills introduced 
in the House last week that, by undoing some of the copy -protection provisions of the 

Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), would make it easier for pirates to plunder 
the digital seas. 

While the bills probably aren't going anywhere, that didn't keep the e-mails from flying 
last week, with CEA praising the bills and MPAA hoping to bury them. 

Protecting fair use while preventing unfair use is a tough job, but the DMCA already 

provides for fair -use copying of digital material, so we will have to side with MPAA 
regarding the more wide- ranging of the two bills, which was offered by Rep. Zoe Lofgren 
(D- Calif.). We'll save Rick Boucher's bill for another day. 

Lofgren's bill strikes us as an unnecessary, inequitable entitlement program with 
language broad enough to drive a truckful of pirated CDs through. 

Unnecessary because it "clarifies" that fair use applies to digital as well as analog trans- 

missions, even though no one is disputing that and technological neutrality is already a 

given in the DMCA. 
Inequitable because its prohibition of "non- negotiable, shrink -wrap licenses" (the 

familiar "click if you accept these terms ") conveniently excludes computer software, the 
bread -and -butter of Lofgren's Silicon Valley constituents, not to mention the intellectual- 
property category that pioneered such licenses. 

Overbroad, finally, because it refers to protecting not only rights but "expectations," an 

extension of fair use whose end is nowhere in sight and whose interpretation is anybody's 

guess. 

Statistical reading 
The FCC's ownership studies came out last week. They arrived in the hundreds of pages, 

some filled with the sorts of equations that made us choose journalism over, say, statistical 

analysis when meeting with guidance counselors. There appears to be fodder for both 
sides, but there's evidence of a definite pro-dereg lean. 

We don't say this often, but we have to agree with Commissioner Michael Copps that 
these "bare- bones" studies should not provide the sole underpinning for commission 

action, although they should make for interesting reading and prompt lively debate 

between now and April. 

Stay tuned. 
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On Nov. 1 8, in our second annual special 

report, Broadcasting C, Cable will recognize 
the Next Wave of women who haue what it 
takes to get to the top of the TU and radio 
industry. These women represent the best 
in cable news, broadcast news, cable 

programming, broadcast programming, 
cable system operations, TU stations, law 
and regulation and syndication. 

Catch the Next Wave. Plan now to 
congratulate these powerful women on 

their many accomplishments. Contact 
your representative to reserve your 
space today! 
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